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Abstract:
Mental retardation has long been regarded as a stigma, which has led to dehumanizing and impersonal
treatment toward such individuals. Traditionally, in planning programs for the retarded, the potential
users of the program were not consulted because they were considered incapable of providing useful
information.

This research attempted to show that a group setting could be created in which certain mentally
retarded adults would openly discuss their self-concepts, interpersonal relationships, and
vocational-avocational interests. Two groups of three and four members were conducted for three
sessions each. The sessions were tape recorded and transcribed with each response assigned a number.
Three experienced judges rated these numbered responses into seven categories: positive and negative
strictly self-references, positive and negative interpersonal references, positive and negative
vocational-avocational references, and external references. A Pearson product-moment coefficient of
correlation and a Chi Square test showed a high degree of reliability (p< .01) and agreement (p_ <
.001) among judges. Portions of the transcribed material were used to describe the world of the
developmentally disabled individuals as they perceived it and in their own words.

It was concluded that a group setting can be created in which certain mentally retarded adults will
openly discuss personal aspects of their private lives; that statements made by group members can be
reliably identified and classified by competent judges; and, that such statements may be used to infer
the individual's world as he experiences it. 
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Abstract

Mental retardation has long been regarded as a stigma, 
which has led to dehumanizing and impersonal treatment toward 
such individuals. Traditionally, in planning programs for 
the retarded, the potential users of the program were not 
consulted because they were considered incapable of providing 
useful information.

This research attempted to show that a group setting could 
•be created in which certain mentally retarded adults would 
openly discuss their self-concepts, interpersonal relationships, 
and vocational-avocational interests. Two groups of three and . 
four members were conducted for three sessions each. The' 
sessions were tape recorded and transcribed with each response ■ 
assigned a number. Three experienced judges rated these 
numbered responses into seven categories: positive and negative
strictly self-references, positive and negative interpersonal 
references, positive and negative vocational-avocational 
references, and external references. A Pearson product-moment 
coefficient of correlation and a Chi Square test showed a high 
degree of reliability (p_< . Cl) and agreement (p_ 001) among
judges. Portions of the transcribed material were used to 
describe the world of the developmentally disabled individuals 
as they perceived it and in their own words.

It was concluded that a group setting can be created in 
which certain mentally retarded adults will openly discuss 
personal aspects of their private lives; that statements made by 
group members can be reliably identified and classified by 
competent judges; and, that such statements may be used to. 
infer the individual's world as he experiences it.



Introduction

Mental retardation (MR) is a term used to designate a group 

of complex phenomena having many different causes. All cases, 

however, share the common characteristic of inadequately developed 

intelligence. The American Association on Mental Deficiency 

'defines MR as:

"significant subaverage general intellectual 
functioning which originates during the develop
mental period and is associated with impairment 
in adaptive behavior [Heber, 1961, p. U99]•"

Individuals who are mentally retarded are classified by their

degree of retardation using both intellectual and social criteria.

Four descriptive levels are used— mild, moderate, severe, and pro-
, Ifound. In the past, such terms as amentia, feeblemindedness, 

mental deficiency, mental subnormality, imbecility, and moronity 

have been used to describe the disability.

With the passage of the Developmental Disabilities Act in 

1970, mental retardation is considered a developmental disability 

(DD). A DD is defined by the law as:

"a disability attributable to mental retar
dation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, or other 
neurological handicapping conditions of an 
individual found to be closely related to 
mental retardation or to require treatment 
similar to that required by mentally retar
ded individuals."
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An estimated, three percent of the population of the United 

States— more than six million individuals— are believed to be 

mentally retarded. Each year slightly more than 100,000 babies 

born are likely to join this group (National Association, 1973). 

Because only four seriously disabling conditions (cancer, mental 

illness, cardiac disease, and arthritis) have a higher prevalence 

than it, MR .ranks as a major national health, social, and economic 

problem (President's Panel, 1962).

Since a wide range of deviancies may evoke similar responses' 

from people (Wolfensberger, 1969), attitudes toward deviance may 

be generalized. Historically deviance has been viewed in several 

■different ways. People who have not placed a great deal of 

importance on intellectual achievement have been less likely to 

see the retarded as deviant, thus not recognizing the deviancy. 

However, if is now generally recognized that through education, 

treatment, dr training,deviance can be minimized or the deviant 

can be made non-deviant. The Puritans thought deviance was 

retribution for sin, and was to be hidden (Deutsch, 19^9) • Deviance 

may also be viewed as someone's fault— either that of the deviant• 

or his family— or as a punishment for wrongdoing. , If deviance is 

seen as the work of the devil or other evil forces, then it can 

be destroyed to protect society (Wolfensberger, 1969). Many soci

eties (e. g. 1, Eskimos, those of ancient Greece, Rome, and China)
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have condoned the destruction of deviant members. Wilkins 

(1965) attributes our present attitudes towards deviance to 

the idea that goodness, truth and beauty are related, and that. 

deviations from truth are "errors." These "errors" must then 

be related to evil and ugliness.

In the United States, MR has been grouped with other types 

of deviance with the result that people may react the same way 

towards MR as they do toward blindness, deafness, and senility.

MR is viewed as a stigma and, according to Goffman (1963), "we 
believe the person with a stigma is not quite human [p. $]."

He then suggests the necessity to construct a stigma-theory which 

he defines as "an ideology to explain his inferiority and account 

for the danger he represents...[p. 5]."

Generally, people play the roles they have been assigned, and 

the behavior of a person is strongly influenced by the role expec

tations of others. If an individual has been cast into a certain 

role and emits behavior consistent with that role, his behavior 

then is considered "natural." According to Combs and Snygg (19U9), 

"What a person does and how he behaves are determined by the 

concept he has of himself and his abilities [p. 78]." There is a 

traditional tendency to regard all behavior of retarded individuals 

as a consequence of intellectual deficiency (Heber, I96U). Other
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possible causes responsible,for the behavior of the retarded, such 

as feelings of inadequacy, loss of esteem, and negative experi

ences in general, are largely ignored (Cobb, 1970).

Self-attitudes are learned during the developmental years. 

Although the retarded are limited in their ability to think 

abstractly in proportion to their intellectual deficit, they do 

develop a complex set of attitudes, behaviors, and.self-referent 

perceptions (Cobb, 1970). When they experience exclusion, rejec-. 

tion, or attack with no perceived basis, they will probably assume 

rejection of themselves.

Although many studies have been concerned with the adjustment 

of mentally retarded individuals to the community (Camp & Waite, 

1932; Charles, 1953; Doll, 1930; Kinder, Chase, & Buck, 19^1; 

Powdermaker, 1930; Shafter, 1957; Tarjan, Dingman, Eyman, & Brown, 

i960), there has been a lack of investigation into the social- 

psychological dimensions of specific daily behaviors. There is a 

definite need for exploration of mentally retarded person's 

thoughts, emotions, and feelings regarding their lives.

Statement of the Problem

The concern of this study is to determine if individuals 

labeled as mentally retarded (developmentally disabled) are able 

to verbalize thoughts and feelings in selected critical areas of
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human behavior, particularly thoughts and feelings about themselves 

and their lives. . Data were obtained through group counseling 

sessions conducted in a client-centered setting. Also reviewed 

was the historical stereotyped perceptions of society toward 

mentally retarded individuals, since these perceptions seem to 

have fostered a self-fulfilling prophesy of their behaviors and 

their subsequent treatment by society.

Purpose■of the Study

Recent societal trends have shown an increase in the solici

tation of help and advice from consumers to plan services and 

commodities. (Any user of services, commodities, or products is 

considered to be a consumer). In the planning and operation of 

health and other helping services, the amount of involvement of 

the consumer has been described as inadequate by the White House 

Conference on Children (1970). Federal legislation such as the 

Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities Construction Act 

of 1970, requires that boards established to plan, administer, and 

supervise the operation of services for the developmentally disabled 

contain consumers as members. Unfortunately, in the case of indi

viduals whose developmental disability is MR, the consumer is 

usually interpreted as a parent or relative rather than the indi

vidual who is to receive the services. This probably reflects the
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traditional view of the mentally retarded individual as one who 

is incapable of any significant awareness of himself and his 

desires. A further extension of this concept is the widely-held 

belief that once a person has been labeled as mentally deficient, 

he is presumed incapable of exercising the rights of citizenship.

Recognizing the need to obtain civil and legal rights for 

the mentally retarded, the International League of Societies for 

the Mentally Handicapped adopted and issued a Declaration of 

General and Special Rights of the Mentally Retarded in 1968. This 

was followed in 1971 with the adoption by the United Nations General 

Assembly of a Declaration of the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons. 

A precedent for class action suits was the right to treatment suit 

filed against Partlow State School and Hospital in Alabama in 1971 

(Wyatt v. Aderhold). As a result of this legal action, immediate 

and drastic reforms were ordered in the institution. A similar 

action in Georgia (Burnham v. Department of Public Health of the 

State of Georgia) was dismissed by the court but is presently being 

appealed. In New York the right to due process and freedom from 

involuntary servitude (peonage in state institutions) has been 

challenged (Dale v. New York). The state of Pennsylvania was ' 

successfully sued to provide free, public instruction for all indi

viduals between the ages of six and twenty-one (Pennsylvania Asso

ciation for Retarded Children v. Pennsylvania).
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Because of- the focus on the rights of the retarded and 

particularly the demand for consumer representation on planning 

and advisory hoards, the feasibility of self representation and 

expression by mentally retarded individuals must be explored.

The purpose of this research was to determine through descriptive, 

clinical research if a sample of mentally retarded (developmentally 

disabled) .individuals were able to verbalize their opinions and 

feelings regarding areas of human behavior in a group setting 

in their home communities.

Definition of Terms

adaptive behavior— refers essentially to those behaviors which 

enable an individual to maintain himself independently in the 

community and to successfully conform to established social norms 

of behavior'. It may be assessed on the basis of tests of social 

maturity or similar observations. An individual may be classified 

into one of four levels of subnormality ranging from mild inadequacy 

to profound incompetence (Heber, 1959) •

class action— a legal suit in which the plaintiff (s) brings an 

action both for himself and on behalf of all persons similarly

situated.
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client-centered therapy— a form of psychotherapy which acknowledges 

that every individual has the ability within himself to resolve his 

problems. The therapist is responsible for providing a setting in 

which the client can experience the.unconditional positive regard 

and accurate empathy of the therapist. This feeling of being 

valued by the therapist will then enable the client to react in 

a non-defensive manner and to experiment with more genuine ways 

of being (Rogers, 1965).

consumer— any user of services, commodities, or products.

developmental disability— a disability which is attributable to mental 

retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, or other neurological handi

capping conditions of an individual found to be closely related to 

mental retardation or to require treatment and services similar to 

that required by mentally retarded individuals. Additionally, the 

disability must have originated before age 18; must have continued, 

or be expected to continue indefinitely and must constitute a sub

stantial handicap (Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities 

Act of 1970).

deviant— an individual may be considered deviant "if he is perceived 

as being significantly different from others in some overt aspect 

and if this difference is negatively valued [Wolfensberger, 1969,

p. 65]."
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external reference— (in a client-centered therapy group) a 

statement made by a group member which does not include an 

element of self.

interpersonal reference— (in a client-centered therapy group) 

a group of words spoken by a group member which directly or 

indirectly describes his relationship with another.

looking-glass.self— the theory that one's ideas of self are 

significantly affected by what he imagines others are thinking 

of him. The self is like a mirror reflecting the images that 

one imagines others to have of him (Cooley, 1922).

measured intelligence— can be assessed objectively in terms of 

performance on an appropriate mental test battery. It is described 

in terms' of standard deviation units, thus eliminating any 

misinterpretation in the comparison of IQ scores derived from 

different tests at different ages (Benton, 1964).

mental retardation— is defined as "significant subaverage general 

intellectual functioning which originates during the developmental 

period and is-' associated with impairment in adaptive behavior 

[Heber, 1961, p. 4-99] •" It is used synonymously with the term 

developmental disability.
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mild mental retardation— a classification of.degree of retardation. 

Individuals who are mildly retarded.are usually not identified as 

such until they enter public school where differences in their 

rates and degrees of intellectual development are recognized. Once 

these individuals complete school and enter the competitive labor 

market, they become absorbed into the community and tend to lose 

the label of being mentally retarded (National Association, 1973).

moderate mental retardation— a classification of degree of retarda

tion. Because individuals who are moderately retarded manifest 

developmental;delays as well as intellectual deficits, they are 

usually recognized before reaching school-age. With appropriate 

educational and social opportunities, these individuals can function 

with a reasonable degree of independence in the community (National 

Association, 1973).

normalization— a process to let the handicapped person obtain an 

existence as close to normal as possible (Nirje, 1969a).

phenomenal self— "includes not only a person's physical self but 

everything he experiences as 'me' at that instant [Combs & Snygg, 

1959, p. U4]."
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profound mental retardation— a classification of degree of 

retardation. This classification includes the most severe mentally 

(and sometimes physically) handicapped individuals. At one time 

it was believed that these individuals were incapable of learning 

even the rudiments of self-care,.but through new training techniques 

all but the most severely affected can learn self-care (National 

Association-, 1973).

response— (in a client-centered therapy group) all words spoken by 

a subject which occur between words spoken by the leader or another 

subject.

self-concept— "the person and his world as viewed by the person 

himself [Rogers, 1947, p. 362]."

self-reference— (in a client-centered therapy group) a group of 

words spoken by an individual which directly or indirectly describes 

him as he appears in his own eyes (Raimy, 1948).

self-report--"is the individual's self description as he reports 

it to an outside observer. It represents what the individual, 

says he is [Combs & Snygg, 1959, p. 44o]."
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severe mental retardation— a classification of degree of 

retardation. Severely retarded individuals exhibit pronounced 

developmental delays and often have other handicapping conditions 

They can generally be taught to care for their own personal needs 

and to adapt to the normal routines of life (National Association 

1973).

stigma— a characteristic which is overt and negatively valued 

(Goff man, 1963).

strictly self-reference— (in a client-centered therapy group) a 

group of words spoken by an individual which is- a reference only 

to self with no external implications.

vocational-avdcational reference?— (in a client-centered therapy 

group) a group of words spoken by an individual which directly 

or indirectly describes his work activities (may also include 

educational activities) or his recreation.

Review of the Literature

Many writers (e. g., Cranefield, 1966) have noted that from 

.the beginnings of written history until nearly the l6th century, 

there was - no substantial or systematic discussion of MR. The 

medical writers of ancient Greece and Rome rarely mention it and
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the Bible does not describe the condition. . The first known work 

devoted solely to MR was by Paracelsus in 1530. In 1602, Felix 

Platter described cretinism and later in l6l4, briefly described 

MR. In 1672, Thomas Willis devoted an entire chapter to MR.

Early leaders in the field included Jean M. G. Itard who worked 

with the "wild boy of Aveyronj" and Edouard Sequin, a pioneer 

in the field of education for the retarded in the l880's.

When Seguin emigrated to the United States in 1850, he began 

to influence American thinking and institutions for the care of 

mentally retarded individuals were organized in Massachusetts,

New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Connecticut. The first state 

school for the mentally retarded, the Massachusetts School for 

Idiots and Feebleminded Youth, was established by Samuel Gridley. 

Howe in 1850. This was during an era of hope for the retarded 

through training and education. Early institutional founders 

expected the institutions to return all mentally deficient 

individuals to society job-trained (Baumeister, 1967) • The main 

means whereby this goal was to have been accomplished was through 

education.- -By- congregating the deviants in one place, expert 

attention could diminish the extent of the intellectual impairment 

and increase■adaptive skills (Wolfensberger, .1969).



By the l88o's institutions called farm colonies were 

established which specialized in farming large tracts of land 

with the labor furnished by the residents. By 1917 only four 

states lacked public institutions.

This early historical concern for the mentally retarded was 

followed by an unfortunate period when mental retardation was 

considered degenerative and hereditary. Morel in 1857 studied 

individuals'who were, described as insane or as mentally deficient, 

and concluded that a large group of allied disorders were hereditary 

and tended to become more serious with each succeeding generation. 

These he lumped under the category of degenerations (Cranefield, 

1966).

Between 1875 and 1920 the National Conference on Charities 

and Corrections often grouped the mentally deficient, the deaf, 

blind, epileptic, insane, delinquent, and criminal offenders as 

one general class of defectives. For reporting purposes the IOth 

(1880) U. S. Census grouped defectives, delinquents, and criminal 

offenders in the same category. The term mental defective was 

coined to distinguish the mentally retarded from other defectives 

(Wolfensberger, 1969).

Around.1910 the concept of hereditary transmission in humans 

reached its peak with the publication of the Kallikak study by
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Goddard, and Dugdale’s description of the Jukes ( Sloan, 1963). 

Haller (1963) identified the period between 1900-1910 as the time 

in which the "eugenics" movement began to flourish. Sterilization 

became the answer to the problem of mental deficiency. By 1926, 

twenty-three states had passed sterilization laws which applied to 

individuals who were mentally retarded (Wallin, 1955)• The 

misconceptions of the times were reflected, by. Justice Holmes' 

famous statement in 1927, "Three generations of imbeciles are 

enough" when he upheld the states' authority to compel eugenic 

sterilization of the retarded (Ogg, 1973). Because sterilization as 

a solution to the problem of mental retardation was not acceptable 

to many, the idea of segregation of the sexes in asylums away from 

the general,population developed.

The institution began to be seen as protective. The mentally- 

retarded individual was to be made happy— to be spared the stresses, 

the persecution, and ridicule of society. It was thought that it 

would be best for him if he associated.with his own kind. The 

mentally retarded individual was considered an "eternal child" who 

was not responsible for his behavior and was unaware of his deviance 

He was described as the special child of God, sent for some special 

purpose and therefore incapable of voluntary evil. Society then, 

had to shelter and protect him from risks and injuries and make
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few demands for growth or personal responsibility .(Wolfensberger, 

1969). Instead of education and training, the retarded received 

care and protection.

The role projection of the retarded person as a subhuman has 

had a most delecterious effect on his social acceptance. Deutsch 

(1949) reported that historically, retarded individuals were con

sidered to be insensitive to heat and cold, thus the rationalization 

that heat was not required in the institutions during the winter.

The subhuman model defined the expected behaviors as animal-like, 

potentially dangerous, and primitive. Furthermore, the subhuman 

model lead': to the conclusion that the mentally retarded could not 

learn or develop appreciably and of course, could have no rights.

Another historical perception of the mentally retarded person 

discussed by Wolfensberger (1969) was that of the retarded person 

as a burden of charity. Viewed thus-, he was entitled to food 

and shelter but not luxuries. He was further expected to be 

grateful and'tb work for his keep.

Because. MR is often described as an illness or disease (American 

Medical Association, 1965), most institutions’ function under the 

medical model. This leads to an unfortunate perception in that 

treatment can cure, but if the disease is incurable,.then treatment 

is hopeless.'• This perception can lead staff members to a fatalistic
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attitude with' accompanying lowered expectations arid a general 

atmosphere of hopelessness.

Recently, the retarded have been regarded as developing 

individuals. This point of view holds that retarded are capable 

of growth and development, and are more like than unlike normal 

individuals. The critical manpower shortages during World ■ War II 

led to individuals being discharged from institutions in.order 

to enter the labor market. The general public became more aware 

of the potentials of mentally retarded individuals. The perceptions 

of society toward MR were influenced by the. willingness of 

President John F. Kennedy to discuss his retarded sister, and 

his creation of a 28 member Panel to investigate ways of combating 

MR. This view of the retarded as developing individuals is leading 

to the formation of residential facilities for the mentally 

retarded which are more like normal homes and a reduction of 

the number of residents in the large institutions.

Adjustment studies. The most comprehensive study of the 

relative adjustment of mentally retarded individuals in the community 

and particularly self-reports of their life styles and problems was . 

compiled by Edgerton (1967). He interviewed U8 patients of a 

state hospital for the retarded who had been discharged from a 

vocational training program during the period between 19^9-1958.
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He reported on where and how they lived and made a living, their 

relationships with others in the community, experiences with 

sex, marriage, and children, spare time activities, their perceptions 

and the practical problems they encountered in maintaining themselves 

in the community. Edgerton concluded that they usually fail in 

community adjustment but because of the support of others, are 

able to maintain themselves in the community.

Other studies (Camp & Waite, 1932; Charles, 1953; Doll, 1930; 

Kinder, Chase, & Buck, 19^1; Powdermaker, 1930; Shatter, 1957;

Tarjan, Dingmari, Eyman, & Brown, i960; Whitney, 19^8) have 

presented a host of data related to marriage, occupation, law 

violation, and success or failure of the mentally retarded in the 

community. Few researchers ( Abel & Kinder, 1942; Hiatt, 1951) go 

beyond the presentation of demographic data, usually relying on the 

reports of parents and guardians rather than the self-report of the . 

retarded individual. Abel & Kinder (1942) reported briefly 

on adolescent girls' perceptions of their efforts to cope with 

feelings.of incompetence.

Group counseling studies. Only two to three percent of 

group counseling studies refer to groups composed of mentally 

retarded persons (Gazda, 1971)• Cotzin (1948) concluded that 

group psychotherapy with mentally defective, individuals seemed



feasible both diagnostically and therapeutically. Gorlow, Butler, '

& Einig (1963) used ,group counseling with institutionalized

mentally retarded girls. The experience was not reported to

have changed self-attitudes in the direction of greater acceptance

of self. Miezio (1967) used counseling groups in an institutional
setting with adolescents and found that the experience enhanced

social awareness and improved self-concepts. Likewise Mann, Beaher,

& Jacobson (1969) in a study to determine the usefulness of group

counseling with young boys, ages nine to thirteen, found that

self-concept can be modified through group therapy, but that progress

depends greatly on the establishment of rapport between the counselor

and the group. Humes, Adamczyk, & Myco (1969) have compared the

effects of group counseling with no counseling and found that group

counseling can be effective with behavior problems in the classroom.

One of the more complete descriptions of group counseling

with mentally retarded adults is reported by Rosen & Rosen (1969).

Group counseling was used as an adjunct to a half-way house living

experience/-' They concluded that mildly and moderately retarded

individuals made excellent use of the group counseling process

and were able to use it successfully in the area of personal growth.

They further noted that as the group progressed, the more severely 
.

retarded members began to participate and become more verbal.

19
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Some studies (Lurie, Levy, &.Rosenthal, 1944; Rogers, 1937) 

have reported that the mentally retarded individual may not profit 

from psychotherapy. Sarason (1953) believes that the paucity of 

studies relating to psychotherapy with the retarded is due to the 

above assumption. Regarding this assumption Katz (1968) disagreed

"Many counselors and therapists have hesitated 
to work with mentally retarded adults in individual 
treatment or group approaches either from a lack of 
knowledge about or interest in, the retarded client, 
or because of a misconception.that the retarded 
cannot profit from such help [p. 93]."

Jakab (1970) describes the advantages. of using group therapy with

mentally retarded individuals as follows:

"The great advantage of group therapy with 
retarded patients is the availability of alter
native behavioral models which are demonstrated by 
some members of the group. Behavior which is 
pleasantly accepted by the rest of the group be
comes identified by the patient as desirable. The 
patient does not have to discover on his own the 
effect of various verbal and nonverbal actions, 
but he can learn some sort of classification of 
'good' or 'bad' through observation of the reaction 
of the group and that of the therapist to the 
actions of others [p. 235]■"

Self-concept studies. Guthrie, Butler, & Gorlpw (1962) com

pared by questionaire the self-concepts of institutionalized and 

non-institutionalizedo mentally retarded girls. They found that 

institutionalized girls tended to make fewer negative statements 

about themselves. Another study of self-concept (Ringness, 1961)



did not use the self-concept to mean.the subjects' own feelings ' 

about themselves but rather their ability to objectively rate. 

their performances in.school subject matter.

Collins, Burger, & Doherty (1976) compared, the self-concept 

.of educable mentally retarded adolescents with a control group 

of nonretarded high school students. The mentally retarded 

adolescents had significantly more negative self-concepts than 

the nonretarded in the following areas of the Tennessee Self-Concept 

Scale: self-criticism, identity, social self, family self, and

moral-ethical self scales.

• Dexter'.(1958) proposed a social theory of MR in which he 

states.: .

' "The self-image of the mentally defective 
in a society which stresses aptitude at 
intellectual achievement is likely to be 
negative because the looking-glass self 
principle operates and they learn from 
their social contacts and experiences to ' "
look .down upon and distrust themselves 
[p. 924]."

From this perspective, mentally retarded persons- are continuously 

confronted with failure in a society which stresses intellectual, 

achievement I'

Heber (1954), after reviewing the literature relating to the • 

self-concept of. the retarded concluded: '
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"Despite the importance of global concepts 
of 1 feelings about one's self in contemporary- 
personality theory, one can only speculate about 
the self-concept of- the mentally retardedEp . 14?]."

Cobb (1970) further comments:

"There has been very little research on the 
attitudes of the retarded toward himself, 
although the 'self-concept' has been a popular 
subject in the psychiatric literature. Perhaps 
this neglect stems from the assumption that the 
retarded are incapable of any significant 
'awareness' of themselves [p. 125]."

After a recent review of the literature relating to self-concept,

Lawrence & Winschel (1973) concluded as follows:

"Developmental information on the emergence 
of self concept in the mentally retarded is 
unavailable to date, and it is clear that such 
information will not be forthcoming in the 
absence of longitudinal studies [p. 316]."

Edgerton (1967) found that the mentally retarded in his study 

totally rejected the stigma of having been labeled mentally 

retarded and.would attempt to "pass" themselves as normal and deny 

any mental incompetency. He states: • •

"to evade the stigma that they feel and 
fear, we see an eloquent testament to.man's 
determination to maintain his self-esteem in 
the fact of overwhelming cultural rejection 
and deprecation [p. 219]."
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Rostafinski (1974), in one of the few efforts to determine 

what the retarded think about their daily lives and activities, 

gathered mentally retarded individuals (institutionalized and 

non-institutionalized) from a seven state area for a camp retreat. 

During this three day experience extensive social and recreational 

activities were available. In addition, seven groups of five or 

six individuals met for four, two-hour sessions with experienced 

group leaders. Participants were assigned to groups based on 

the location of their homes to insure geographical representativeness, 

and their institutionalized or non-institutionalized status to 

balance the groups. The sessions were tape recorded and the 

transcripts made from them are presently being incorporated into 

a book about what the retarded think about their lives. It is 

possible to speculate that the ability of the participants to 

discuss significant aspects of their lives in a group setting may 

have been'influenced by the extensive social and recreational 

activities which included both participants and leaders.

As previously stated, it appears that because of the historical 

perceptions and treatment of mentally retarded individuals, few 

professionals in the fields relating to hflanan behavior have 

focused oh the behaviors, problems, and emotions of the retarded.
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Thus, a retarded person not only has some degree of intellectual 

impairment to cope with, hut also may view himself as an 

individual who is "a collection of mirrors, reflecting what 

everyone expects of me [May, 1953, p. l4]-."



Method

Until such time as we have instruments capable of measuring 

internal mental processes, an outside observer can only make 

inferences from external and verbal behaviors regarding those 

internal events. Sargent (1966) recognized this when he said:

"Since clocks tell only time, and rulers 
measure only inches, and since neither describes 
dimensions of people, with which psychotherapy is 
concerned, use of that most erratic and sensitive 
of instruments, the human observer, with or 
without supplementary devices, is forced upon the 
psychological scientist, whether or not he would 
prefer one more accurate [p. 27]."

In discussing the use of the subjective report, Raimy (19U8) noted

that some researchers have:

"rejected the data of immediate experience 
because of its unrealiability rather than because. 
of its nonexistence. The issue.is one of the 
ultimate significance which can legitimately be 
inferred from the subjective report for the under
standing of the behavior in question [p. l6l]."

Rogers & Dymond (195^) in describing the procedures used in their

research to measure the effectiveness of client-centered therapy

stated:

"in the use of the client's awareness of 
self as revealed in the interviews (lO), we 
have frequently used material which is gained 
by sampling the individual's awareness, his 
phenomenological field, as a basis for our 
study [p. 429]."

This type of sampling— subjectively inferring the subject's self- 

concept from his verbal report— was of necessity used in this study.
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Setting

Southwestern Montana. The southwestern portion of Montana 

is a mountainous, heavily forested area containing approximately 

140,000 square miles. It is a rural area with no major urban 

centers and virtually no heavy industry. Most of the population 

of approximately 50,000 live in small communities (25 to 20,000 

people) located in mountain valleys. Primary occupations include 

farming or ranching, and tourist services as the area attracts 

seasonal tourists.

The climate is dry with most precipitation in the form 

of snow. Temperatures range from minus 40 to plus 80 during 

the year. The area was settled in the middle to late 19th 

century by individuals from the South, Minnesota, and the Dakotas

Bozeman, Montana. Bozeman is located in Gallatin County, 

an area comprising 2,517 square miles. Mpst of the residents of 

Gallatin County look to Bozeman as the major city and provider 

of services. Bozeman has a population of approximately 20,000 

which includes the student population (approximately 8,000) at 

Montana State University.

Most occupations in Bozeman are concerned with the provision 

of professional and retail services to Montana State University 

students and faculty, farmers and rancher's, and tourists who come
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to the area ,for skiing, camping, fishing, and hunting. There is 

no heavy industry or.manufacturing.

Bozeman is presently experiencing a sharp rise in growth with 

the population having doubledo. since 19U0. Subsequently, the area 

is rapidly expanding with an increase in businesses and services. 

There is presently no public transit system.

REACH Program. Subjects (Ss_) for the study were solicited 

from the REACH Program. REACH, standing for Recreation, Education, 

and Adult Counseling with the Handicapped, is sponsored by the 

Gallatin County Association for Retarded Children.. Funding for 

this program is through a Title 45 of the Social Security Act grant 

The program is officially licensed as an adult day care center 

although in operation it is more like an adult activity center. 

Cortazzo (1963) defined this concept as follows:

"An activity program is an organized rehabili
tation service for moderately and severely retarded 
individuals beyond school age which enables them 
to live with less dependence upon others. It- 
offers .them training in basic daily .living activities 
and adjustment based upon the individual's needs 
in society and geared to the functioning level 
of the individual in accord with his potential 
[p • l] ■ " •

Bertrand (1966) emphasized the need for appropriate community facil 

ities to ease the social isolation of the mentally retarded.
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According to Cortazzo (196U) activity programs can do this first 
by acting as a buffer against any increase in social isolation and 

devaluation, second by strengthening the individual's self-concept 

and personality,and third by developing a more positive relation

ship with peers, family, and other adults.

The REACH Program is attempting to meet these goals. The 

Program is staffed by a Director and a Teacher. Part-time 

secretarial services are volunteered. Other materials used in 

the Program are donated. The Program is located at the Rea Center 

building three miles west of Bozeman. The Rea Center is a one-story 

frame building converted from a country primary school consisting 

of a work-room, office, storage cellar, kitchen, and a large 

commons room.

The Program began operation October I, 1973, and will run to 

June with funding for the next year. The five stages of community 

■acceptance of programs for the mentally retarded according to 

Soforenko & Stevens (1968) are: awareness, interest, evaluation,

trial, and adoption. The REACH Program is passing through the • 

last two stages and is meeting a definite need in Gallatin County.

Subjects

The REACH Program was chosen for the solicitation of Ss_ for 

several reasons. The participants in the program met the criteria
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for this study— adult (over 18 years of age) individuals 

who were labeled as mentally retarded or developmentally disabled. 

Being a participant in the REACH Program was considered a 

satisfactory criterion to meet this requirement. Although Ss 

may have been evaluated as possessing any degree of MR, a level 

of verbal and cognitive functioning sufficient for interaction 

in a group setting was the only other criterion.

These criteria were established by the researcher after 

having conversations and interviews with participants in the 

program and on the advice of the Director of the Program. All 

potential Ss_' met these criteria even though two were severely 

retarded individuals. Potential Ss were aware that the researcher 

planned a project which would be presented to them the next day 

during morning coffee.

During this pre-session, six individuals volunteered to 

participate with the seventh volunteering the following day after 

considering the project. A necessary pre-requisite to the project 

was that all Ss_ volunteered to participate.

The seven Ss_ranged in age from 26 to 57 with the mean age 

being UU. Six were males and one was female: Two were severely

retarded (one having Down's Syndrome), two moderately retarded, 

two mildly retarded, and one mildly retarded to normal. All
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possessed other disabilities such as, diabetes, epilepsy, visual, 

impairments, emotional disturbance, and arthritis. Two Ss_had 

held regular jobs but only for a brief time. Five of the Ss ■ 

had been institutionalized for some or most of their lives. At . 

the time of the study, three resided in rest homes and four lived 

with family members.

The majority of the Ss_ could not read or write. They would 

not be able to maintain themselves in the community with complete 

independence either because of intellectual impairment or the 

extent of their other handicapping conditions. Brief descriptions 

of each S_ appear as Appendix I.

General Procedure

This, study created a small group setting in which certain 

mentally retarded (developmentally disabled) individuals had an 

opportunity to discuss their behaviors, thoughts, and feelings 

within the limits of their comprehension and experience. Although 

the Ss_ were all participants in the REACH Program and regularly 

socialized while in the Program, no additional activities were 

scheduled in conjunction with the week of group sessions. ■

Data were collected, through three taped sessions with each 

of two groups. Transcriptions made from the tapes of the sessions 

were submitted to three judges who separately rated the responses
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of the Ss_ into positive or negative statements regarding themselves, 

interpersonal relationships, recreation and work activities. The 

ratings were submitted to statistical test to determine agreement 

between the three judges. Statements of the Sŝ  were discussed by 

category to' describe their world as they perceived it.

This study was based upon the assumption "that the individual 

has within himself the capacity, latent if not evident, to understand 

...aspects of himself and his life. . . [Rogers & Dymond, 195^, p. It]." 

and that this capacity can be drawn upon by those who plan services 

and activities for the developmentally disabled.

Data Collection

The source of data for this study were the self-reports made 

by the seven Ss_ during three group sessions. The primary instrument 

of data collection was the audio tape recorder which was used to 

accurately record the Ss_ responses as well as to free the Leader 

from note taking.

Audio recorder. All sessions were recorded on a portable 

reel to reel recorder. Wollensak SM, Model #1520. Tapes' utilized 

were 1200.foot tapes 1/4" wide on a 7” reel and were recorded at 

3 3/4" per second. The machine operated on 120 volt electrical 

current and.contained a built in speaker and a microphone

attachment.
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Physical Environment. All sessions were held in the commons 

room of the' Rea Center around a long rectangular table.usually 

used for morning coffee. Although the main door of the building 

opened directly into the commons room, distractions were minimal 

as the groups met at the opposite end of the room with their backs 

to the door. During the sessions the usual activities of the 

Center were conducted in the work-room and kitchen areas. A 

sander in use in the work-room provided an almost continuous 

background noise. The Leader sat at the head of the table .with 

the members on either side forming a U shaped group. The micro

phone was on the table in the center of the U with the recorder 

placed on the floor. The table was chosen for the groups rather 

than chairs in a circle or some other arrangement as the Ss_ were 

used to talking around the table during morning coffee.

The REACH Program has contracted with the Retired Senior 

Volunteer’ Program (RSVP) to have their van bus provide transpor

tation to and from the Center Monday through Thursday. The Center 

was chosen as the setting to hold the groups for several reasons, 

the most important being transportation. Ho public transit system 

operates in Bozeman and it would have been very difficult to get 

all of the Ss_ together during the evenings since several live in '
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rural areas outside Bozeman. It was also expected that the Ss 

would be more comfortable, less anxious, and more open in a 

familiar setting.

Pre-session. The data collecting sessions were preceeded 

by a pre-session which was held during morning coffee (9:30 a.m.) 

with all participants and two staff members present. The Leader 

explained the proposed project to the participants. First, the 

need for the project was explained in terms of learning what 

they thought about their lives, families and friends, recreation 

and work. Thei terms retarded, or as .some preferred, handicapped 

were not used by the Leader at this point even when the parti

cipants referred to themselves by those terms. The need to meet 

in two small groups and the concept of confidentiality was 

explained. The Leader explained that the sessions would be tape 

recorded so that later they could be transcribed for use in 

describing their lives as they discussed them. At this point 

several of the participants wanted the Leader to play the tapes 

on a radio station so that everyone would be aware of the problems 

of retarded people. Before the Leader asked for volunteers, the 

Director of the REACH Program explained how their participation 

would be important and might help in the establishment of other 

such programs.
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Six of the seven participants then volunteered to be Ss_.

One participant, E, was particularly concerned about confidentiality 

and the concept was reviewed for the group. She was assured by 

the Leader that she did not have to volunteer at that time, but ' 

that later if she changed her mind she would be welcomed.

It was arranged that the group sessions would meet every other 

day beginning the next morning and everyone agreed to.the time 

(10:00 - 11:30 a.m.).

Groups. The seven volunteer Ss_ were divided into one group 

of four (Group # l) and one group of three members (Group #2). This 

division was made so that the groups would be small enough to 

assure that all members, particularly those with short-attention 

spans, would stay "with" the group.

Ss were assigned to groups based primarily upon their 

willingness to talk and their level of functioning as determined 

by the Leader through observation during the pre-session and through 

discussion with the Director of the Program. Group #1 was composed 

of Ss_ A, B, C, and D; Group #2 of Ss_ E, F, and G.

Sessions. Groups met every other day. As the Ss_ were only 

available Monday through Thursday and the sessions began on Wednesday, 

a three-day weekend separated the first session of each group from 

the second and third sessions. The sessions ranged in length from
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Uo minutes to 80 minutes with an average of 60 minutes. No 

attempt was made to continue the sessions beyond the attention 

and interest span of the group members.

All sessions were informal and on a first name basis. The 

Leader dressed as the Ss_ did— in jeans. Each session was held 

immediately after morning coffee in the time span from 10:00 a.m. 
until noon.

Leader. The sessions were conducted in a client-centered 

mode with the Leader following the theoretical framework of 

Rogers as follows:

■"therapy or personal growth will be most 
facilitated when the therapist can create a 
psychological climate characterized by (a) a 
genuine .acceptance of the client as a person 
of unconditional worth; (b) a continuing sen
sitive attempt to understand the existing feelings 
and communication of the client, as they seem 
to the client, without any effort to diagnose or 
alter those feelings; and (c) a continuing 
attempt to convey something of this empathic 
understanding to the client [Rogers & Dymond,
195U, p. U]."

At times it.was necessary for the Leader to provide direction and 

structure for the group through questioning or suggesting specific 

topics for discussion.

Szurek & Phillips (1966) described the importance of the 

attitude of the therapist when working with the mentally retarded

as follows:.
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"The attitudes of the therapist about retar

dation as a hopeless condition may detract from 
the success of the psychotherapeutic work with 
the child and his parents. The therapist who 
can find work with the retarded satisfying and 
not he encumbered by the myths of his culture 
may contribute significantly to therapeutic 
success [p. 244]."

The Leader attempted to respond to the feeling expressed by an 

S_ response but not to explore that feeling any further than 

could be handled during a short term group experience.

The Leader had no previous contact with the Si3_ and only saw 

them during the sessions. Occasionally the coffee break was 

still in progress when the Leader arrived. At that time, the 

Leader would be invited to join them. Although having a cup of 

coffee with the group did provide a small social interation, refusal 

would have been delecterious to the establishement of trust.

Analysis of Data

The tapes from the sessions were transcribed with minor 

editing to eliminate material not pertinent to the study (i. e., 

introductions). Ss were rererred to by the letters A, B, C, D, ■

E, F , and G to maintain confidentiality (Rogers & Dymond, 1954). 

Blanks were used to indicate material such as names and places 

which could identify the Ss_. Three periods indicate material,
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usually one or two words, which were garbled and not transcrihable. 

Complete transcriptions of the six sessions .appear as Appendix II.

Each S_ response was assigned a number. A response is 

defined as all words spoken by an S_ which occur between words 

spoken by the Leader or another S_ after Raimy (19I+8).

Three counselors who had had experience with mentally deficient 

persons acted as judges rating the numbered responses. Instructions 

to the judges are included as Appendix III. Each judge decided if 

the numbered response was a self-reference or an external reference 

in accordance with the procedure used by Raimy (1948).

A self-reference (SR) is a group of words spoken by the 

which directly or indirectly describes him as he appears to 

himself. An SR may be further classified as a strictly self

reference (SSR), an interpersonal reference (IR), or a vocational- 

avocational reference (VAVR). An SSR is a reference only to 

self with no external implications. An IR is a group of words 

spoken by the S_ which directly or indirectly describes his 

relationship with another. A VAVR is a group of words spoken by 

the S_ which directly or indirectly describes his work (including 

educational) or recreational activities. An external reference (ER) 

is a statement on any subject which does not include any reference

to self.
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In addition, an SR (SSR, IR, or VAVR) may be classified 

as either positive or negative. A positive SR indicates a 

positive or favoring attitude toward self. A negative SR 

indicates a negative or disapproving attitude toward self.

The three judges were independently briefed, read the 

transcripts, and evaluated each numbered response as being an 

ER or a positive or negative SSR, IR, or VAVR. The judges 

marked their ratings on a Response Rating Scale (Appendix IV).

Judges. The three judges who rated the responses were all 

experienced counselors and familiar with mental deficiency.

Judge # I was about to receive her Master's Degree in guidance 

and counseling and had had experience with mentally retarded indi

viduals. Judge # 2 holds a Master's Degree in guidance and 

counseling and was currently employed as a counselor of mentally 

retarded individuals. Judge # 3 holds a doctorate degree in 

personnel services (emphasis counseling) and is currently in 

private counseling practice.

All judges were given Instructions to the Judges, a supply 

of Response Rating Scales, and a transcription of the six sessions 

with the numbered responses they were to rate. The researcher 

met independently with each judge prior to the ratings and 

discussed the Instructions to the Judges and answered any questions
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The ratings were accomplished in one day by all three 

judges. The rating time varied from two and a half to three 

and a half hours.

Statistical tests. Each of the three judges rated the U?! 

responses as belonging to one of seven categories, an ER or a 

positive or negative SSR, IR, or VAVR. Responses of the judges 

were then correlated using the Pearson product-moment, coefficient

of correlation ^r Mendenhall, 1967 ̂  to determine

interjudge reliability. Finally, the number of times two, three, 

or no judges agreed on a given response was tallied and compared 

using a Chi Square test [X =j£(f - F) /F , Snedecor & Cochran, 

1967] to the chance probability of the occurance of that 

outcome to further verify interjudge agreement.

Hypotheses.

1) A group setting can be created in which certain selected 

mentally retarded adults will openly discuss their self-concepts, 

interpersonal relationships, and vocational-avocational interests.

2) The group can meet as an adjunct to the Ss_' daily lives 

with no out-of-group activities to facilitate a close group 

relationship.

3) Statements made by mentally retarded individuals can be 

reliably identified and classified (p_ <.0l) by three judges.



4) Transcriptions of the Ss_' responses in which there is.
'.

significant (two or three judges agree on the rating) interjudge 

agreement can he used to. infer the Ss_' world as he experiences



Results

Self-concept Sampling Process

The subjects (Ss) were all willing to participate in the 

group discussions and appeared to understand the purpose of the 

sessions. The length of each session by group and session 

number are presented below as Table A.

TABLE A

Length of Group Sessions by Group and Session

■ Group # Session # Minutes

I I 80 '

2 I 70

I 2 65

. 2 ■ 1 2 5°

1 3 .55

2 3 40

The Ss_ were very nondefensive and immediately began to participate 

in the discussion with no "warm-up" activity required. At times, 

the Ss would interact with each other (e. g., Responses 163-170; 

3^9-359) sometimes to the point of confrontation (e. g., Responses 

369-372; 4'38-44o ) if they felt the response of another was not 

true or was. misleading.
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The world.of the seven Ss_ as they described it varied 

according to length of institutionalization. The two severely 

retarded Ss_ who had been institutionalized most of their lives 

made few negative responses. This finding agrees with that of 

Guthrie, et al. (1962) who tested the self-concepts of institu

tionalized mentally retarded girls and found that they made fewer 

negative statements than did the normal groups.

The Ss_ referred to their handicaps' in a variety of ways.

Some simply said they were mentally retarded, others used the word 

handicapped. One S_ referred to himself as being sick and one just 

referred to his "problem." The two severely retarded members did 

not refer to themselves as being any different from normal. Normal 

individuals, were referred to as "regular people."

The Ss, other than the two severely retarded, appeared to 

have a realistic view of the world and were acutely aware of their 

limitations.. One can only speculate as to the cause of this. Per

haps, the lack of negative.responses made by the more severely 

retarded Ss_ were due to their long histories of institutionalization 

rather than their relatively more limited intelligence. Although 

the effects of institutionalization, cultural, and social deprivation 

are frequently discussed, the dehumanizing aspects of institutional 

life are well stated by Nirje (1969b):
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"Conditions like these allow for a minimum 
of social life, since few meaningful contacts 
between individuals are feasible. There is no 
privacy and nothing personal is possible. Such 
wards offer only dehumanizing and impersonal 
life conditions....

Such conditions are shocking denials of 
human dignity. They force the retarded to 
function far below their levels of develop
mental possibilities. The large institutions 
where such conditions occur are no schools for 
proper training, nor are they hospitals for 
care and betterment, as they really increase 
mental retardation by producing further handi
capping conditions for the mentally retarded.
They represent a self-defeating.system with 
shockingly dehumanizing effects [p. 56]."

After a lifetime of institutionalization, it is not surprising that

individuals would have difficulty relating in any way other than

impersonally.

Judge Reliability and Agreement

For each set of two of the three judges' Ujl ratings, a 

Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation (Mendenhall,

1967) was computed to assess interjudge reliability. The three 

judges' ratings for each of the ^71 responses are shown in Appendix 

V. It was recognized that the ratings of one through seven did not 

represent a linear function and that correlations would be lessened 

by considering differences in judgments rather than merely agreement 

or disagreement. For example, if one judge differed from the other 

two in rating a rsponse as seven which they rated as one, the r
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,would "be lessened more than if the dissenter rated the same 

response as two. For this reason, the linear correlation was 

felt to be a conservative test of reliability (if significant 

correlations are shown with this artificial bias, then there 

would most certainly be significance shown without it [Borgatta 

& Bales, 1955]).

Next, to determine if there were greater judge agreement 

concerning only positive or negative self-references (SRs) or 

external references (ERs), correlations' were again computed 

considering only three variables (positive SRs, negative SRs, and 

ERs). This eliminated the need to discriminate among strictly 

self-references (SSRs), interpersonal references (IRs) and voca- 

tional-avocational references ,(VAVRs). In this analysis, a positive 

VAVR rating by one judge would agree with a positive IR rating by 

another since both judges considered the response to be a positive 

SR. Because of the reduced variability encountered by limiting the 

scale to only, three points (three possible judgments), correlations 

were computed twice, the second time by reassigning"the identifying 

numbers. In the first case, evaluations one, three, and five were - 

considered the same and given the identifying number of one; two, 

four, and six were considered the same and given the identifying 

number of two; and seven was identified as three. In the second



case, the arbitrary identifiers, were changed so that one, three, 

and five were identified as three; two, four, and six as one; 

and seven as two. The above correlations are shown below in 

Table B.

TABLE B

Correlations as' Measures of Interjudge Reliability

Variables . Between Judges

1-2 1A2 2-3

■ 7

*COCM .20* CO 
■ cĉ

'3 .17* .09 ..80*
3** .47* LO CD * .80*

* 2  <.01.

** Note.— Because of the reduced variability 
encountered when the scale was limited to 
three points, correlations were computed 
twice, this time by reordering the identi
fying numbers.

Because all judgments were independent, scores for each 

category were compared to the scores which chance alone would 

have produced by using a Chi Square test (Snedecor & Chochran, 

1967) •' These results appear in Table C.
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TABLE C

Probabilities of Occurrence due to Chance and 

■ Percentages of Actual Counts with 

Associated Numbers

Chance Actual Counts
v# Agree

Chance
Probability

Expected
Value

Percentage 
of N = 471

Observed
Value

’ I " -

all .02 9.6 .33 155
Y** 2 .37 173.2 • 59 279

none .61 288.4 .08 37

all .11 52.3 • 52 245

2 .67 314.0 .47 220
none .22 104.7 .01 6

wNote.— V = variables. 

wwX2 = 2485-9, £<-001 

wwwX2 = 831.1, £<.001

To determine overall judge agreement, the number of times all 

three judges agreed, two agreed, or none agreed were tabulated and 

are presented in Table D.

' ̂ 1I



TABLE D

NumLer of Agreements between Judges

Variables
Judges

' 1-2 
.(not 3)

1-3
(not 2)

2-3
(not I)

1-2-3 none
agreed

7 ' 23 13 243 155 37

3 40 12 168 245 6

Of the kjl responses considering all seven possible ratings, 

43^ responses had significant interjudge agreement. Significant 

inter judge agreement [two or three judges agree (Raimy, 1948')] as 

to the rating, was used to determine which responses could be used 

to infer the Ss' world.
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For purposes of assessing interjudge reliability, the data 

were divided into the categories of self-references (SRs) and 

external references (ERs). The SRs were further separated into 

the three suticategories'of strictly self-references (SSRs), inter

personal references (IRs), and vocational-avocational references 

(VAVRs), each of which could be either positive or negative. 

Portions of the transcriptions of the sessions where a majority 

of the judges agreed on the content are presented in this section 

as the subjects (Ss) self-reports of their lives. The excerpts 

presented have been edited, as some Ss_ could not follow a clear 

train of thought without unrelated comments. The entire trans

cription appears as Appendix II.

Because most excerpts from the transcripts contained several 

different categories of SRs, some portions presented will have 

different subcategory ratings. For the longer responses, the ER/SR 

discrimination'by the judges was considered to be more important 

than the feubcategory assigned. For these statements context was 

important for' understanding.

The descriptive analysis of the transcripts was used to 

present the data in accord with the philosophy of Rogers (1959):
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"It is my opinion that the type of understanding 

which we call science can "begin anywhere, at any 
level of sophistication. To observe acutely, to 
think carefully and creatively— these activities, 
not the accumulation of laboratory instruments—  
are the beginnings of science....I voice this 
conviction in protest against the attitude, which 
seems too common in American psychology, that 
science starts in the laboratory or at the cal
culating machine [p. 189]."

The following discussion relates data from the study to 

the hypotheses' presented in the Methods section.

Hypothesis 1_. A group setting can be created in which certain 

selected mentally retarded adults will openly discuss their

self-concepts,'interpersonal relationships, and vocational-
- • :

avonational interests.

This hypothesis was supported as evidenced by the transcriptions 

of the sessions and the three judges' ratings of the 1+71 recorded 

responses (Appendix V ). Of the 155 responses on which all three 

judges agreed in their rating of the seven variables only 12 responses 

were considered ERs; that is, a reference which included no element 

of self. The/remainder of the responses on which the three judges 

agreed were 25 SSRs, 6k IRs, and 5^ VAVRs. Reducing the variables 

to three (eliminating the need for the judges to discriminate 

among SSRs, IRs, and VAVRs) showed a greater amount of agreement on 

SRs and ERs. With three variables, the judges all agreed on 2l+5 

responses (of these 233 were SRs and only 12 were .ERs).
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The variation in the length of the sessions (Table A) was 

probably due to several factors, the most obvious being the number 

of individuals in each group. Group # I with four members generally 

met for a longer period of time than Group # 2 which had only three 

members. The sessions gradually became shorter as the subjects 

became accustomed to speaking in a group. As the groups met 

during regular program hours, and the program activities con

tinued, some Ss_ were probably anxious to participate in these 

other scheduled activites.

The severely retarded members had greater difficulty

staying "with" the group. Usually it was necessary to restate

or repeat the content of the discussion before they comprehended

well enough to respond. Regarding the composition of groups

with mentally'.retarded individuals Adams (l9Tl) stated:
, - ;Because groun work activitv demands some 

nercention of social behavior and some canacitv 
for indenendent nersonal interaction, this 

■ method is inevitably limited to retarded indi
viduals who can reach a certain level of social 
maturity in terms of both chronological age 
and mental ability [p. 232]."

Adams (l97l) went on to say that only a few severely retarded indi

viduals would.,meet this criteria. Although the small number of 

sessions may have not been sufficient time for them to understand
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the mechanics'" of group participation, it is possible that they 

•would do better in a group composed solely of severely retarded 

persons. The group could then all move at a slower pace.

For small groups (N< 5) of developmentally disabled individuals, 

, the optimal time period for a session appeared to be between. 30 

and 5̂ minutes.

Hypothesis 2. The group can, meet as an adjunct to the 

Ss1 daily lives with no out-of-group activities to facilitate 

a close group relationship.

As the available Ss_ were all from the same activity program 

it was not possible to completely test Hypothesis 2. The individual 

Ss had been together in the program for three months prior to 

the study and socialized with each other while attending the 

program. Social opportunities with the Leader were, however, 

minimal. This lack did not appear to affect the group interaction 

adversely as the Leader was immediately accepted and experienced 

no difficulties in getting the Ss_ to share their lives.

•Hypothesis 3_. Statements made by mentally retarded individuals 

can be reliably identified and classified (]3 <. 01) by three judges.

The significant correlations (p_<.0l) obtained between all 

three judges (in all but one case in which p_<.06) in spite of the 

inherent bias in this procedure (the assumption of a linear function) 

.clearly showed a high level agreement by the judges as to the
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category of responses (Table B). That the proportions of agreement

were well! beyond those expected'by chance (£<".001) further 
■ '■ '

demonstrated that qualified judges can, with a high degree of • 

accuracy, identify and classify the responses of retarded indi

viduals (Table C).

■ Hypothesis Transcriptions of the Ss -responses in which 

there is significant (two or three judges agree on the rating) 

inter judge agreement can be used to infer the Ss_' world as he 

experiences it.

The following excerpts are presented as being representative' 

of the content of the entire six sessions. No attempt has been 

made to restate or interpret the data; their statements appear to 

be self-explanatory and'sufficient alone to describe their percep

tions. Only '& framework for their presentation has been devised 

with occasional inferences as to the relationship of the statement 

to the Ss_' world.-

The central concern that emerged from the data was the desire 

for society to understand what handicapped or mentally retarded 

people are really like. This theme was expressed by almost every 

S_ in terms'. of ’their relationship with their families, society in 

general, and work activities. Some expressed their concerns in 

cliches and others with real personal feelings.

V1:
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Very often the families of developmentally disabled indi

viduals have no accurate understanding of the abilities and limi

tations of the. affected family member. Their treatment of the 

person is based on misinformation regarding the nature of mental 

retardation and often takes the form of overprotectiveness. Subject 

E described her parents lack of understanding of mental retardation 

and their consequent lack of understand of her (Responses 98-iOl):

E - ".'..and even Dr._____tried to get them (her
parents) up to the college and in the class 
for special ed, you know to- help people to 
understand but they won't go."

Leader (L) - "Why won't they go to the class?"

E - "I, don't know, they don't think it's necessary, 
you know...."

L - "Do they, what do you think they would learn, 
what would you want them to learn?"

E - "To see how brains work in the retarded ones, 
you know in the retarded, might help and it 
might not, but it wouldn't hurt to try it."

It was E 's. hope that once her family learned how the "retarded brain"

worked, they would be more accepting of some of her needs (i. e.,

having a baby doll).

F thlks about people in general not understanding him and his 

capabilities (Responses Il6-ll8):



"Well, that was my main problem (vision), that's 
m y :problem now, people don't think, it's just 
like E says-, they won't let you, they won't think, ' i! 
think you can't do what you can do, they don't, , " ' .
they don't think, they don't trust you."

L - "They don't want to give you a chance?"

F - "Well, they give you half a chance, that's about 
what it is, that's about i t , "

L - "There are probably a lot of things you could do 
if you had a whole chance."

F - "That's right. I used to do on the farm, I 
mean like I told you, I did farm work, and so 
on,, but these farms, this modern equipment, 
that'made it worse for me."

L - "Machines, then came in— "

F - "Right, machines took over."

In addition to describing problems with people not understanding

the extent of his capabilities, he touched on a serious problem

which Bereiter (1969).discussed as follows:

"Because most intellectual tools which can 
be learned act as amplifiers rather than 
equalizers of basic differences in problem
solving ability and because our complex 
society increasingly emphasizes intelligence 
rather than other abilities...educational 
. effort. ...may in fact only increase the 
consequences of individual differences 
[p. 310]."

Thus, F was able to work until an increasing technology developed 

machines which- could do his job but were beyond his capabilities

F -

to operate.
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When ‘discussing' the attitudes of society twoards them, A

and.B usually made no direct reference to themselves but spoke
 ̂ ' 

in cliches. Although they did not deny their problems, they never

seemed to express their inner feelings regarding their handicaps.

An example of this follows (Responses 403-U06):

A - -'Well, I think there is too much people don't 
know or don't want to understand handicapped,
■they don't know what, they don’t know what a 
handicap is until it hits their own back door."

L - "And that's where it becomes important."

A - "That's when it becomes important to them, that's 
the way I look at it, I know people that'll, well 
they'd sooner put their children, if they have 
children that are that way...they'd sooner put em 
in an institution...people did not want them in 
their homes, they didn't want to keep it in mind 
that they was handicapped."

B - "A- handicapped person is a good thing to have 
around."

L - "How do you feel about that D?"

D - "Oh,' I don't know, well a handi-, a handicapped 
person could have some help, that's all, that's 
about'- all I can say just to, have a little out 
of luck, that's all."

Many individuals still believe that the retarded are not aware 

of their condition or. the reactions of others to them. E describes 

her perceptions of the reactions of others when she was a child 

(Responses 121-122):
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E - "Yeah, "but I also went to___________School, till
after ,the third grade, and I was thirteen years old 
when I got through with it cause I failed so often 

. in the first grade."

L - "That must have "been hard to still he in the first 
grade and be older than everybody."

E - "Yeah, I mean the kids were nice until they got 
bigger and found out that I was mentally retarded 
and then they weren't nice to me, even my cousins 
aren't nice to me, only now that some of them are 
married they are nice now, but the ones that aren't, 
they're still as mean as they always have been...."

E was then asked to describe how her friends and family aqte'd

towards her when they were mean (Responses 139-1^0):

E - "Well, like I said the other- day, I don't know if 
you were here, but like, but you know when I try 
and tell my Mom the way I want to be, I know I'm 
slow,"cause all the retarded ones I've known since 
I've been here in Bozeman are slow too, they are 
naturally slow, I mean like going to bed, they think 
I have to be told just like a little kid, and you 
know like, a little first grader, like a kinder-.-v 
gartener, isn't that way they call it before they get 
in the first grade?"

L - "Yes, that is right."

E - "They have to be told when to go to bed, they don't 
know when to go to bed, but a twenty-six year old 
kid would know how, to go to bed by himself without 
being told."

Parental overprotectiveness is often equated with rejection.

When parents persist in doing too much for an individual they are
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subtly telling him. that he is incapable of doing things himself.

E's negative interpersonal relationships with her family appeared 

to be based on their overprotectiveness.

Sullivan (1953) stated that one's self-concept is developed 

and derived through experiences with others. A child begins to 

evaluate himself in terms of the reactions toward him from signif

icant others and the environment. Adams (1971) attributed the 

negative self-perceptions of the mentally retarded to first their 

actual social, psychological, and physiological characteristics. 

Next, the retarded develop a pattern of social behavior as a 

reaction to the way they are perceived by society. From this 

negative feedback a distorted and devalued self-image develops. 

Angyal (1956) divided self-derogation or negative self-perceptions 

into feelings of inadequacy and feelings of being unloved. These

feelings of being inadequate to master the situation and undeserving
:

of love Angyal considered the foundations of neurosis.

D describes his anxiety and feelings of inadequacy as

follows ('Responses 90-91):

D - "I don't know, probably the rest of them are 
'doing alright, but the healthy ones, the ones 
who' get jobs and. everything."

L -' "It makes a real difference if you're not 
■ healthy and you don't have a job."
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D - "Yeah, that's it, they are the ones that are 

not worried I think."

Lack of.understanding,.love, and acceptance continued to be a 

central theme in the sessions even when the topic was neutral.

When F was asked about what type of things he enjoyed doing for 

recreation, he returned to the subject of lack of understanding 

from others (Responses 133-136):

F - "Well, I don't know, I like to do carpentry
work somewhat, I do a little bit of everything, 
like I have just told you awhile ago, if they 
let me, I could do a lot."

L - "Who won't let you?"

F - "Well, the whole community thinks you can't
do it, or your neighbors think you can’t do it."

L - "How can you show them that you can do it?"

F - "Well, they won't, they won't let you, they, 
won't give you the opportunity."

L - "How do they act towards you?"

F - "Well, .they don't, they treat me alright, there 
are no problems with that, they just think you 
can't do it good enough, I think."

The Ses_ in this study were aware of their limitations and the 

things that they could not do for. themselves. Usually the statements 

made were like the excerpt which follows and expressed a poor self- 

concept as well as a lack of certain abilities or skills. A has
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told the group that handicapped people must learn not to feel 

sorry for themselves (Responses 39-50): ;

A - "You.have to get them to see that before you 
can win the battle. If you can't get them to 
see it you'll never win the battle. How do you 
feel about.that D?"

D - "Well, I don't know, every person is different."

A - "I realize that."

D - "Some are smart enough, if they chase them out 
they"make it on their own you know, but some of 
them they, they could ah, they probably think ■ 
they wouldn't make it, that's all, they're 
different kinds of people."

L - "Some people, then need help and maybe supervision 
too?"

D - "Yeah, some they're different, some they can make 
it without help and some can't, that's all."

L - "Do you think you need help?"

D - "Well', I don't, well, I can't, I can't uh, I'm 
sick and I just can't make it, that's all.

L - "Then a program like this probably helps you."

D - "Yes, I can't even make.it uh alone in an
apartment or any place, I can't guarantee that,
I could try, that's about all."

L - "What kinds of help do you need?"

D - "I don't know, I uh, I don't know where I'm going 
to live in the future that's all, that's the 
main•thing."
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L - "Can you think of any service or anything that

people could do that would make it easier for you?"

D - "I don't know, I couldn't say, I get mixed up, 
seems like I'll need some kind of help, a little 
anyway to get by."

A - "How do you make it though when your sister is 
gone, she's been gone three weeks."

D - "Oh,'I get uh, I can make it for a month by myself,
I ain't a very good cook and I ain't a, the diet 
would probably get me in a few months, but I could 
make it in a month alone."

L - "What happens after a month?"

D - " I  don't know,. person isn't a very good cook 
might get sick or something, that's the only 
thing, might not, I don't know."

Many developmentally disabled individuals who look normal 

and are highly verbal get along very well in the community until 

they have to use money, read, or write. Edgerton (1967) described 

the ploys used by mentally retarded persons who wished to cover 

their lack of these skills. Individuals who could not tell time 

would wear a watch, as everyone else, and if they needed to know 

the time, they would ask someone saying their watch had stopped 

running. They avoided using change by always paying with a bill 

and trusting that they would be given the correct change. E 

describes.her problems with money (Response 157):
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E - "I can't, I can count the dollar part, you 

know, if you give the five dollars and say 
its two something, its that cents part, I 
can't count em backwards, that's my trouble,
I can count em frontwards but that don't 
work, if I count them backwards that don't ' 
work."

G describes his problems with money simply (Response 158):

G - "I can't count."

The reaction of the public to the inability to understand money 

is described by E (Responses l60-l6l):

E - "Wh&t bothers me, you know 'I have to have my
cousin with me or my Mom and Dad, and then these 
junior high school or fifth and sixth graders, 
you know, they see me and then they think I'm a 
baby, I think that's what does it that people are 
mean to me a lot, they don't know I can count 
money... I forgot everything I learned back East, 
and here in Bozeman, I forgot it, I cannot 
remember."

L - "It makes you feel bad when younger people see 
that.you can't count."

E - "And’then they stare at cha and they think now 
what is that big girl doing in...that doesn't , 
know what change, how come she has to have her 
Mom or Grandmaw or Aunt, you know, with her."

Other group members had had experience with being stared at in

public. They discussed their ways of coping with the problem

as follows (Responses 279-282):

A - "Sure but you live with it, you learn to live 
.with it, people— "
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D - "You've just got to make the best of it."

A - "People, like you say, people, how many people 
that look at that don't know any better, that's 
the way you have to look at it...you wonder why 
it has to be that way, then you look back, and 
you go out and say why people so dumb that, like 
you say on the street, actually they're ignorant 
•to what handicapped really means, you learn, go 
learn somethings about handicapped instead of 
being there staring like, that's my opinion."

L - "D, you said you had had problems like this."

D - "Oh yes, well I just try to make the best of it, 
that's all."

Reading; also presents problems for developmentally disabled 

individuals. ' G, who cannot read, described his method of adaption 

when he is unable to read a sign in public with (Response 381):

G - "Well, peoples help me."

Besides using money and reading, the use of washing and drying 

machines was described as a problem. E said (Response 130):

E - "Like, one thing I know of, I can wash clothes 
by myself, I don't know how."

A describes his problems with washers and dryers in more detail 

(Responses. 290-292):

A - "There's one thing I would say I wish for, a
lots of people that they could be taught how to 
use these ah well, you know like I've learn't, 
had to learn that myself, but ah, learn how to 
use these automatic washing machines, dryers, 
and'stuff like that, so people will learn what 

' kind, of material they can put in what way and, 
one way or the other way, what fades and what 
don't fade."
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L - "I bet that's something that particularly men 
aren't taught, how to use the washer and how to 
sort clothes. Do any of you do your own wash?"

A - "I can run the washer machine and yeah I had run 
the oh— dryer, but I find out that using, you have 
a small dryer in the house, but if you use one of 
those big ones where you pay in, never turn your 
dryer way up on high, always turn it down either 
one, its according to what temp, always run it, 
you can never run it, run it low or the second 
one, the second one, there's three speeds, you 
use, three heats usually, so many times you put 
it on hot, it'll shrink or not, hot stuff will 
always shrink it."

The Ss_ engaged in few recreational activities. ■ Attending 

church and watching television were the main activities outside of 

the Program. The importance of television in their lives is 

described by C (Responses 17-19):

C - "Well, urn, water the lawn, go outside get me 
a bit of fresh air and that, and well, uh, I 
do the hallways, I do everything, watch television 
once a week."

L - "C watches television."

C - "Yes, I watch uh, Fire Chief, .Bonanza."

L - "Those are the television shows that you like 
to watch?"

C - "Yes-,, and I like Lawrence Welk, and, and, and.
Batman, and everything, the movie."

Edgerton (1967) described the basic leisure time pattern of the

individuals in his study as a combination of conversation and

television with television's being "their pre-eminent joy."
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Television is. basically a solitary activity which probably does 

not.'contribute to the improvement of the social isolation of the 

retarded. Adams (l97l) described this social isolation as 

originating:

"not only from the attitude and behavior 
of society toward the mentally retarded but 
also from the impaired social functioning that, 
in varying degrees is inherently associated 
with their disability [p. 229]."

All of the Ss_ received some assistance from welfare, social

security, or' vocational rehabilitation, but were unable to explain

the programs. The Leader asked (Responses 273-278):

L - "Do you think you've gotten enough help from 
these places that, like rehab (vocational 
rehabilitation) and welfare, do they, explain 
it well enough so that you know what do do?"

B - "Oh, bhey send you a letter you know and 7
notify you."

A - "Yeah, but some of them letters are so deep, 
if you haven't went to college you can't 
understand sometimes what they put on em."

L - "Well, I imagine some people, urn— "

A - "You've got to study it because you've gotta 
study - the plan, that's what I've found out, 
to find out what they are really trying to do."

L - "What about somebody who can't read?"

A - "That's where they can, can ah, that's where 
they can mislead you so easily."
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The Ss_ showed a very trusting attitude toward the agencies which 

provided their sole income. They felt that if one went to the , 

"welfare office" that "they" would take care of everything for 

them.

In a discussion about the things that they were not allowed 

to do, F expressed a certain stoic acceptance of life (Response 339)

L - "Are there any things you aren't allowed to 
do F?"

F - "Not necessarily, I can get by without a lot."

The detrimental effects of labeling the abilities of indivi

duals are evident in the next excerpt when E's ability to write a 

story surprises not only her family but herself (Responses 301-302):

E - "...Well, like I said, I wrote the story of my 
doll and my sister-in-law typed it up, that was 
real nice about her, like a lot of people I 
asked about it, but they wouldn't even do it 
because they know, they didn't think a retarded 
could write a story like that of my dollie, and 
that hurts my feelings, and then, when they read 
it they get a shock, because it's so interesting..."

L - "You mean they didn't believe you could write a 
story?"

E - "I never believed it either, too, I was always 
told I was the size of a little first grader, 
you know, that I had the mind of a little first 
grader, what little first grader could write a 
story of a doll anyway."
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Although Purkey1s (1970) research has been with normal children 

on the realtionships between poor self-concepts and poor academic 

performance and good self-concepts and good academic performanc, 

there is no reason to assume that it would not hold true with 

any individual. In speaking of this possible relationship he 

stated it, "gives us reason to assume that enhancing the self- 

concept is a vital influence in improving academic performance 

[p.- 27]." In E's case, her assumption that she had "the mind of 

a little first grader" by her and her family, may have had a 

detrimental effect on her academic experiences.

In summary, the Ss who participated in this study were able 

to describe their world, their limitations as they perceived them, 

and their needs. Their most outstanding need appeared to be that 

for understanding and acceptance not only from society in general, 

but also from their families. Their limitations included the lack 

of certain skills (reading, counting, using appliances and machinery) 

.as well as the need for help in certain areas of their lives. Their 

needs were described both directly and indirectly as the need for 

affection, understanding, acceptance, and love from normal persons. 

The concomitant need of self-esteem was also very present in their 

self-reports. The relative poverty of their social lives also 

suggests a need for more social activities.
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Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Mental retardation has traditionally been regarded by • 

society as a stigma. Although the major needs of individuals 

so characterized has long been known to be education and . 

training, society has provided instead care and protection.

This overprotective reaction has led to.dehumanizing and impersonal 

treatment for the retarded in institutions, programs, and even 

private homes."' It was the contention of this paper that certain 

adult mentally retarded (developmentally disabled) individuals can 

verbalize aspects of their private lives which could provide 

valuable input to program planners. The use of such input 

would tailor a program to the particular needs of the consumer 

himself— the -retarded individual.

It was hypothesized that a group setting could be created 

in which certain mentally retarded adults would openly discuss 

their self-concepts, interpersonal relationships, and vocational- 

avocatlonal interests. Additionally, statements made by the 

group members could be reliably identified and classified by 

competent judges, and these statements could be used to infer 

the world of the subjects as they experience it.

To test these hypotheses, two groups of three and four, 

members, were conducted in a client-centered manner for three
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taped sessions each. From the tapes, transcripts were typed

and distributed to three judges, all professional counselors-.
• • : : : ■ ' : ;
The judges independently rated each of U71 responses as being

an external reference or a self-reference. Self-references were

further divided into strictly self-references, interpersonal

references, or vocational-avocational references, each of which

could be positive or negative. The ratings between each set of

two judges were correlated using the Pearson product-moment

coefficient of correlation to obtain a measure of interjudge

reliability. The ratings were then tabulated as' to the number

of times two,.three, or no judges agreed on a response, and the

probabilities computed for the chance occurence of such ratings.

Finally, the chance probabilities were compared to the actual

ratings by a Chi Square test to assess extent of agreement of

ratings.

There was significant agreement between judges ratings as 

shown by the linear correlations. The Chi Square test showed 

extremely high agreement amon'fe the three judges.

Conclusions
. «

I. A group setting can be created in which certain 

mentally retarded adults will openly discuss personal aspects 

of their private lives.
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2. Statements made by group members can be reliably 

identified and classified by competent judges.

3. Such statements may be used to infer the individual's 

world as he experiences it.

Limitations of Research

1. The subjects were all members of an ongoing activity, 

program and had existing relationships and means of interaction. 

Further, frequent interaction with program personnel could train 

certain responses and all members were exposed to this possibility.

2. Selection for inclusion in the REACH Program may have 

been biasing if the members were chosen for particular factors.

3. -Inclusion of severely and mildly retarded individuals 

in the same gr'oup may have caused some difficulty in interaction 

due to different levels of experience and degrees of cognitive 

ability.

4. Scheduling of the REACH Program and use of its facilities 

caused certain time constraints to exist.

Recommendations

For someone about to plan a program for individuals like 

the subjects in this study, certain program goals should be evident 

In addition to the obvious academic needs for reading and writing
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well enough to adapt to a community setting, instruction in 

the use of everyday home appliances seemed required. A 

counseling program (group or individual) for families of the 

program participants, as well as for the participants themselves, 

would probably add to mutual understanding between the mentally 

retarded individual and his family, while increasing the 

independence and self reliance of the retarded family member. 

Finally, more opportunities for socialization and instruction 

in the use of public recreational facilities would help ease 

the social isolation of these individuals.

Any person who plans programs should be aware of the needs 

and deficits, of the potential program members. It is possible, 

however to plan an entire program without any participation from 

the intended recipients of the program. It seems apparent that 

to be most functional and beneficial that program priorities 

should be based on the expressed needs of the participants.

Through group sessions prior to planning a program, information 

could be obtained which would allow program design to serve the 

needs of the participants as they expressed them, increasing their

investment and interest in the program. This participation alone
' 'would increase their self-esteem.
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The following specific recommendations are suggested for 

future research in this area:

1. Because most mentally retarded individuals have 

experienced little or no group interaction and frequently have 

shorter attention spans than normal individuals, for optimal 

group interaction the sessions should last between one half 

and three-quarters of an hour.

2. Because of different levels of experience, cognitive 

functioning, and verbal ability, severely retarded individuals 

should be formed into a different group which could be paced' 

more slowly.

3. In' similar research, more judges rating the individual 

responses may more forceably demonstrate that accurate categorical 

judgments' are possible concerning statements made by mentally 

retarded individuals.

h. To eliminate any possible confusion as to the exact 

rating of'a response, the definition of response should be 

explained more'1 fully and briefings of the judges prior to their 

rating of responses should be as complete and detailed as 

necessary.

5« The groups should be run apart from normal daily activities 

to avoid any conflict of motivation or desires on the part of 

group members.
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6. Planners of programs for the developmentally disabled 

have an obligation to exhaust all potential information sources
fv ' i ' '

before actual development of any program. To determine goals 

for programs concerning the mentally, retarded, it is suggested 

that the self-reports of mentally retarded (developmentally 

disabled) individuals, a relatively untapped source of information, 

be obtained and analyzed prior to any such planning.

The overriding philosophy of this study was the belief 

that developmentally disabled individuals are more like than unlike
i

normal individuals and that despite a fundamental deficiency they 

are able to speak for themselves— if we only take the time to

listen.
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Appendix I

Description of Subjects

A. Subject A was a fifty year old male. He was moderately 

mentally retarded and was additionally physically handicapped 

by diabetes, arthritis, and high blood pressure. As a child he 

had infantile paralysis. He was highly verbal but had psychomotor 

and perceptual problems to a severe degree. He understood numbers 

but could read only minimally. He attended public schools through 

the sixth grade. He had been employed once for 'a three year period 

as a janitor but was forced to quit due to poor health. Prior to 

being employed he was in two sheltered workshop programs. At the 

time of this study he lived with his mother.

B_ Subject B was a fifty-seven year old male who was handicapped 

by diabetes, alcoholism, legal blindness, and poor health in 

general. He functioned between a mildly mentally deficient to 

a normal level of intelligence. He worked periodically as a 

dishwasher and a handyman but.often had problems due to alcohol.

He attended public schools to the seventh grade, He could read.

At the time of' this study he resided in a rest home due to his

ill health.
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Subject C was a thirty-seven year old, male, diagnosed as
i •Mongoloid.. He was severely mentally retarded, had a very short

, ' V ... :
attention span, and had been institutionalized most of his life.

He had never attended public school and did not read or write.

He did not understand numbers. He was pleasant and verbal but

reacted in an "institutionalized" way. At the time of this study

he lived in a rest home placement from the institution and helped

the staff of the rest home with occasional odd jobs.

D Subject D was a fifty-five year old male who was mildly mentally 

retarded., As a result of childhood schizophrenia, he was 

confined to a mental hospital for more than twenty years. He 

attended public schools for nine years and he was able to read 

and write. He had never been employed and at the time of this study 

lived with a sister.

13 Subject E was a twenty-six year old female who was moderately 

mentally retarded, diabetic, and emotionally disturbed. She 

attended public schools until age 13, never advancing beyond the 
third grade. She was institutionalized for a three year period 

in another state and had participated in activity programs.
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She could read and write but had difficulty with numbers. She 

• ••
was highly verbal. She had never been employed and lived at home 

with her parents.

F Subject F was a forty-three year old male who had visual 

impairment, epilepsy, and functioned in the mild level of mental 

retardation. He attended schools for a number of years but 

dads not read.. He had never been formally employed but 

occasionally did odd jobs. He lived with.his sister at the 

time of the study.

G Subject G was a forty year old male who was severely mentally 

retarded. He had been institutionalized most of his life. He 

did not read, write, or count. He had never been formally 

employed but helped in the kitchen where he lived. He was 

verbal but had to be "drawn out." He and Subject C were roommates 

in a rest.home placement from the institution.



Appendix II

Transcriptions of Six Sessions

GROUP # I'
Session I

The session began with the Leader's suggesting that each 
member introduce himself and tell a little bit about his 
background.. The Leader introduced herself first. Each member 
then gave a brief description of his background. The members 
were cautioned to speak one at a time and to try not to interrupt 
the person speaking.

Leader -■ "One of the things that I was interested in is the 
things that you do for work, when you come here and the things 
that you do for recreation in town. Urn, A could you tell me 
something about how you feel about the program here?"

1 A - "I think the program is wonderful, I really do, but I 
wish that so many times a lot of our employers could see that 
there's lots of places, now there's, there's like B, myself, 
and there's C, that lot of them, they could be worked under 
supervision, I think that they should be, not that just because 
they have this Center here but there should be, and D, there 
should be places that we could be employed and the employers 
should see more, not to feel like that, the article that they 
put on TV is a wonderful article, that's what they should be 
and not feel' sorry.for us but give us an opportunity."

Leader - "You don't like people to feel sorry for you— "

2 A - "No, I don't feel that they should feel sorry for us." 

Leader - "D, how do you feel about that?"

3 D - "Well, I think, uh, a sick person, he's gotta have a place 
to stay and uh, food you know and be looked after a little bit, 
and then he. should have, that's the main thing, he should haye 
a little exercise, and a little entertainment, and that's about 
all, unless a person is young you know, and he thinks he can 
make it outside, and he could probably, send him to school or 
something,if he feels like he could make it."



Leader - "Do you feel like A does, that sometimes people— "

4 D_ - "Well, I don't know, I think these people around here 
are pretty sick to me, they can't.do too much, looks to me, 
and they prohahly would like to work though if they, as much 
as they can, I believe."

Leader - "What do you feel about work B?"

5 B -  "Well, I think its a good program, you learn quite a lot, 
people are good to work for, and you, I think it is wonderful 
what they are going to do with getting that new home a ready 
and everything."

Leader - "A, so far you are the only one who's mentioned real 
employment for money?"

6 A - "Well, I really believe it because, I tell you, the exper
ience I've had, I'm fif-, going on to fifty-one, I'm going on 
to fifty-one, but I feel I've put three years into the employ
ment, work as an employee, I worked with some of the retarded, 
like I said I had him as a working boy, I had girls that I 
worked and Hfeel that so many times that if they could just 
feel that they could be used, them children, them kids, they 
called them kids and stuff like that there, but they felt 
happy when they had something to do, they had something to 
look forward to, they had a job to go to regardless how little 
bit it was to do, they had a job to go to, and I think that 
that makes half of their lifes already if they have something 
to look.forward to, and just to say well we have a place to 
live and but that's the way I look at it."

Leader - "C, what do you think about work?"

T C_ - "Well, I like it, I like, I like work and everything, and 
I well, pick" up the dishes, wash the tables, help take them 
up, and"

Leader '- "Do you get paid for it?"

85
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8 C_ - "Yes, I get paid for it and I get social security checks 

every month...and I clean my room and everything, make my 
bed real good, and sweep the floors, my room and the parlor, 
clean that, and I help the nurses real good."

Leader - "These are things that you do now?"

C_ - "Yes."

Leader - "Where, do you live now?"

9 - Oh, I live .in, I live in Butte."

10 A - "You live here in Bozeman don't you?"

11 C_ - "I live in Bozeman, ah urn, I love Bozeman, I like my friends,
and I like_____ , _____is my good friend, _____is my friend."

Leader - "C seems to have friends and feel that he is happy and 
has everything he needs. What do you. think could be done 
differently to make programs for handicapped people?"

12 A - "There's so many different things they can be used for, but 
everyone can't be used for the same things, considering now, 
take now some people, they, they, they enjoy visiting with, 
with uh, other people and some people don’t care about that, 
like visiting in nursing homes and different places like that, 
they enjoy that, there's other people that don't enjoy that."

Leader - "That’s right. I wondered what kind of things that - 
you liked to do when you have free time, for recreation. Do 
you ever go to movies or anything, would somebody like to tell 
me?"

13 A - "No, I don't care about movies, I enjoy my phonograph."

14 B -  "Eh, yeah, I like movies."

Leader - "B says he likes movies. Do you go?"
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15 B_ - "Naw, somebody up the college said that they was gonna 

come and pick us up to take us to see the movies, some weekend 
but they haven’t come around yet."

-
Leader - 'So really you can’t go unless someone comes."

B - "Yeah."

Leader "Is that because of transportation?"

16 B_- "Mm, yehh, transportation."

Leader - "C, do you go out.and do things?"

C - "Yes." '

Leader - "What kinds of things do you do?"

17 C_ - "Well, um, water the lawn, go outside get me a bit of fresh 
air and that, and well, uh, I do the hallways, I do everything, 
watch television once a week."

Leader - "C watches television."

18 C_ - "Yes, I watch uh, Fire Chief, Bonanza,"

Leader Those are the television shows that you like to watch."

19 C_ - "Yes, and I like Lawrence Welk,. and, and...and, and Batman, 
and everything, the movie."

Leader - "That gives us a pretty good idea of what you like to 
do. One of the things that A said that was important was how 
he felt when he was a child and his parents sheltered him, and 
he wasn’t able to learn the things that he needed to do to be
an adult until he got much older. Have any of you had that 
experience? .'What about you D, you were in the mental hospital."

20 D_ - "Yeah, well I grew up on a farm, we had a big farm there 
and I was the only boy so, it was a two man job just me and 
my father, and so, I had plenty to do there and then I went to 
the hospital and I stayed there and my father sold out and my 
sister moved here and, ah, she took me out and that’s all."
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Leader - "Which did you like better, the hospital or being 
here?"

21 D -  "Well,•I, its out of the hospital is the best because they 
don't keep a guy in the hospital seem like there, there the 
way they do it they try to get a guy out as soon as possible 
and that's about all there is to it."

Leader - "But you were there, did you say twenty-five years?"

22 D -  "Yeah, twenty, somewheres along twenty years, over twenty 
years."

Leader - "Do you think it helped you?"

23 D. - "Well, they tried, I was supposed to have a operation, a 
brain operation, but I refused and then uh, they couldn't do 
much more after that, and uh, I stayed there."

Leader - "B when you were a young boy did you have problems 
like A described, like did your parents shelter you?"

24 B -  "Well, I lost my mother when I was five years old, I lost 
my dad when I was fifteen, and I've been on my own ever since."

Leader - "Have you had any problems?"

25 B_ - "Well, I've been, know what it is like to take care of 
yourself."

Leader - "So, you had to learn really the hard way."

B_ - "Yeah, yeah."

Leader - "You didn't have the problems like A because he was 
sheltered,"

26 !B- "Ho, just learned the hard way."

Leader ■- ".C you were at______, how long were you at_____?"

C "Well— "
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27 A - "He was-there long as I know of, cause I was there, I 

,worked there three years, I know all the time he was there I 
was there."

28 C_ - "Three years, I've been in ______, but I don't know and
I'm real good and clean up everything, and clean up the tables 
and everything, for em."

Leader - "You had to work while you were there."

29 C_ - "Yes, and help G real good."

Leader - "Was.G there too?"

30 - "Yes, and I help him real good."

Leader -■ "Did you like it?"

C - "Yes."

Leader - "Was there any part that you didn't like?" ■ ■

C - "Uh, uh."

31 ■ A - "Sometimes he didn't like to scrub, I can tell you that."

32 iC - "Oh, 'I do like scrub."

33 A - "Now you do."

34 C_ - "I don't like a dirty job, I do like scrub."

Leader - "Do you think that it is harder to live here in 
Bozeman?"

35 C. - "uh, uh, no, I like Bozeman, I like my friends, I like Mr.
______, 'and_____________ , and his wife,_____________ , I help
her out real good and everything, and I help Mrs. ______ real
good, my niece, ______, ______, and everybody I- help them
■out, take the bags out for them and the garbage out for them,
everything."
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Leader - "That's good, C is able to help and he feels good 
about it. If you were in charge, A what would you do dif
ferent for handicapped people?"

36 A - "Well there’s so many things you could do for different, 
one thing to get them not to feel sorry for themselves."

Leader - "Do you think that is a problem?"

37 A - "That's a problem of lots of people, they feel too sorry 
for themselves, as soon as you get them to feel not so sorry 
for themselves, the battle is half won."

Leader - "How would you go about helping people not to feel 
sorry for themselves?"

38 A - "Look across the fence, you always find someone worse than
yourself, you can find people that are blind, people in a wheel
chair, I never realized until I worked in ______ for three
years, how many people had it much worse than myself."

Leader - "That's true, there's always I guess, we can look 
around and find somebody who has things worse than we do."

39 A - "You have to get them to see that before you can win the 
battle. If you can't get them to see if you'll never win the 
battle. Hbw do you feel about that D?"

Uo Di- "Well, I' don't know, every person is different."

Ul A - "I realize that."

U2 D_ - "Some are smart enough, if they chase them out they make 
it own their own you know, but some of them they, they could 
ah, they probably think they wouldn't make it, that's all, 
they're different kind of people."

Leader - "Some people, then need help and maybe supervision to."

U3 D -  "Yeah, some they're different, some they can make it with
out help and' some can't, that's all."

Leader - "Do you think you need help?':'

UU D -  "Well, I don't, well, I. can't, I can't uh, I'm sick and 
I can't uh,,I just can't make it, that's all."
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Leader - "Then a program like this probably helps you?"

45 D_ - "Yes, I can't even make it uh alone in an apartment or 
any place, I can't guarantee that, I could try that's about
'all."

Leader - "What kinds of help do you need?"

46 D -  "I don't know, I uh, I don't know where I'm going to ever 
live in the future that's all, that's the main thing."

Leader - "Can you think of any service or anything that people . 
could do that would make it easier for you?"

47 D -  "I don't' know, I couldn't say, I get mixed up, seems like 
I'll need some kind of help, a little anyway to get by."

48 A - "How do you make it though when your sister is gone, she's 
been gone three weeks?"

49 D -  "Oh, I get mh, ■I can make it for a month by myself, I ain't 
a very good cook and I ain't a, the diet would probably get
me in a few months, but I could make it in a month alone."

Leader - "What happens after a month?"

50 D -  "I don't know, person isn't a very good cook might get
sick or somethin, that the only thing, might not, I don't know."

Leader - "How do the rest of you do with cooking? Does anyone 
else have to' do their own cooking?"

51 A - "I can cook if I have to, but I've been such an awful 
strict diet, my mum says if I wasn't so awfully insistent on • 
my diet, she don't know what, she says that is one lucky . 
thing, she. says I am insistent on my diet., you learn how to 
live on a diet, you learn what you can and what you can't 
.have;; I"

Leader - "You're on a diabetic diet?"

52 A - "Di.abetib and high blood pressure, and for weight on 
■ arthritis, he bout throwed the whole works at me."
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Leader — "Like I "was asking D 5 what kind of things or services 
or help do you think you need or would help you?"

53 A - "The only thing I would course like I say for wearing
these traces, I have to have help to put I have to have people 
that could help put these things on."

Leader - "I see, how about you B?"

5)4. B -  "Well, I’m on a diet, hut I can help myself., I can cook."

Leader - "Do you have to do any cooking where you live now?"

55 B -  "No, no, no they do all the cooking and serve it on a 
tray."

Leader - "Do they always give you the right food or do you 
have to?"

56 13 - "On, no no, its all dished out, all dished out, the right 
food and everything."

Leader - "C, do you cook?"

57 C_ - "Well, little bit, well I make, I make uh coffee. . ."

Leader - "Would you have problems if you had to do all your 
own cooking?"

58 C_ - "Uh, uh, no, I like cooking."

Leader - "Do you know how?"

59 C_ - "Yes', yes, well there's hot cakes once a week, and scrambled
eggs and all that and hot dogs once a week, I make coffee and
just about everything and help em out real good."

Leader - "I guess cooking is a big problem because you'have 
to know how to shop, and what should go in your diets."

60 13 - "Have to ;kn ow what to buy."

61 A - "My problem is later on, pretty soon you can’t buy fresh,
you can't -get a hold of fresh fruit, pretty soon you take 
like grapes, and a lot of that stuff is out of season, again,
that makes it hard to buy, to live you have to get a lot of
fresh fruits."
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Leader - "Do you have any problems when you go shopping oh 
like with.buying things, ah with money, do you D?"

62 D_ - "Well, I ,'don't ah buy very much, few things that's all,
I don't have any problem with that."

63 A - "No, I don't really, I just about figure how much I have 
to spend and try and stay within that amount."

Leader - "Can you keep or do you keep records of how much 
money you have?"

6k A - "Yeah, that's the only way you can do it if you're on a 
fixed income,. if you don't you're sunk."

Leader - "That's true. You do some buying and cooking here, 
is that right?"

65 13 - "Yeah, yeah we buy, we have, we have one day a week we 
cook here, we go shopping Tuesdays and we get the stuff we 
need and.Wednesdays and Thursday we get it ready and every
thing, like tomorrow we're having pancakes so we have to get 
the stuff ready around noontime."

Leader - "What does that teach you?"

B - "Huh?"

Leader - "What do you learn when you"

66 B_ - "Well we learn how to, how to, what the value of a dollar 
is and everything, learn to get the cheapest stuff there is."

67 A - "That's one thing that I wish our government would learn, 
what a dollar is worth."

Leader - "That's true, it is almost up to us to learn. What 
kinds of things do you do, here, you told me about buying food 
and making food."

A - "Well, they make pictures and sand some of this furniture 
down, and get it ready to finish up."

68
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69 Bi- "Cut glasses make colored glasses and water glasses."

TO A-' "He knows how to cut glasses, D know how to do that."

■Leader - "Who do you make the glasses for D?"

Tl D - "Oh, we take uh big whiskey jugs, half-gallons, and we 
take and cut urn into, well they make good flower pots and 
well you know." .

Leader - "Who buys the things?"

T2 A - "Anybody can buy em."

Leader - "Where do you sell them?

TB B -  "Anybody wants to buy em."

Jk A - "We gotta em right here to sell, right now there's some 
of em here.

Leader - "Do people know about coming out here to buy things?"

T5 B -  "Oh, yeah, we had an open house out here little bit before 
Christmas, we sold a lot of pictures and a lot of everything, 
match boxes and everything, glasses, we've still got some 
pictures and glasses to sell."

Leader -■ "What would you do if you didn't come out here?"

B - "What?"

Leader - "What would you do if you didn't come out here?"

I6 B - "Well, sit around down there and watch tv, smoke."

Leader - "There doesn't sound like there is a lot to do 
there?"

TT .B- "No there isn't, lay down and take a nap, about all there 
is to do."
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78 A - "Oh, there isn't much of anything to do, live in the trail
er house, you ain't got ,a lotta room, probably play the phono
graph, probably listen to the radio and that's about all."

Leader - "There probably wouldn't.be anything else?"

A - "Wo." •

Leader - "D would you have anything else to do?"

79 D -  "Oh, just vacuum the house and dust and then Mrs. ______
got a few apartments and I'd probably get a chance to clean 
after the renters leave sometimes, get some exercise, but uh, 
she's selling out now and things are changing so I don't know 
what's going to happen."

Leader - "I guess its pretty important for you coming out here?"

80 B_ - "Just a good experience coming out here, you learn a lot." 

Leader - "How did you find out about the program?"

81 B -  "Well, the welfare woman was up to see me, Eric came over 
and saw me, and told me was going getting started."

Leader - "What did you think at first when they told you about 
it?"

82 B_- "Well, the welfare woman said give it a try and if you like 
it you like it, so I give it a try and I like it so I'm still 
here."

Leader - "Hm, how about you A?"

83 A - "Well, the experience I's had with, it, I was helping em 
get it started, we had one started in Billings at one time, 
it was Handicapped., Inc., it went fine until they went broke, 
they went broke with there outfit, and I just hope that doesn't 
happen with this, it's a wonderful thing if they can keep it •
a going."

Leader - "What about you A?"
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8U A - "The. money is a problem."

Leader - "I wonder why there isn't more money available?"

85 A - "I've wondered that poo, and I often wondered it couldn't, 
now you take Good Will they run on a system too, I was in 
Good Will, now you go to work there and they employ you, and 
you sjgi£ a statement, they run on percentage on there stuff, 
if the store goes down your wages goes down, you never know 
what you are.going to make."

Leader - "Hm."

86 , A - "You always have, they guarantee you for a workshop but
they don't uh, guarantee that there will always be a living 
in it."

Leader - "I see. It sounds like maybe people don't know how 
important the program like this is, or"

87 A - "That's right."

Leader - "What it does, maybe that's why the government 
doesn't have more money and the people in town don't know, just 
like some of the problems you are having getting the group home, 
I don't know, do you think people just don't understand?"

88 A - "I don't 1hink, I think to be honest with you, the world 
is living so fast they don't have time to understand, we live 
way to fast today, the world is going too fast."

Leader - "You mean everybody is?"

89 A - "Everybody is, the whole world."

Leader - "Then maybe everybody is so wrapped up in their own 
problems that' they don't think about it'. What do you think 
D?"

Leader - "Money I guess is a problem."
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90 D -  "I don't know, probably the rest of them are doing alright 
but the healthy ones the ones who got jobs and everything."

Leader - "It makes a real difference if your not healthy and 
don't have a job."

91 D_ - "Yeah, that's it, they are the ones that are not worried,
I think."

Leader - "Do the other people you live with know about this 
program'.?"

92 LB - "Yeah, they'd like to join it, but they have to see the
welfare woman and try to get on but they ain't having no luck."

Leader - "I guess you'd have to have more people working here 
to be able to.have a lot more people come."

93 Bi- "Oh, yeah, yeah, with the crew he's got he's doing very 
good."

Leader - "You keep looking at your watch, well I think we've 
talked enough today and we are going to be.talking again Mon
day cause tomorrow I'm going to talk to the other group.

The session began with the Leader's suggesting that each mem
ber introduce himself and tell a.little bit about his background.. 
The Leader introduced herself first. Each member then gave a brief 
description of his background. The members were cautioned to 
speak one at a time and to try not to interrupt the person speak
ing . Group #2 has three members, two males and one female.

Leader - "One of the things that I wanted to talk about first 
was something that E mentioned the other day that sometimes 
her family doesn't understand her problems, would you want 
to tell us a little bit about that?"

94 E -  "Yeah, like I said, I play with dolls and I wish that 
they would treat them like, say just pretend that G was my 
dollie, o'k G can you pretend?"
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G - "Yeah."

95 E -  "and say that G was my dollie, and I was holding him, I 
wish my Dad would hold him and my brother, I want I won't say 
the name, but it wouldn't hurt cause you'll change the name
anyway, his name is ______, but anyway, they won't hold her,
pretend like she was a little kid like ______ and ______,
they are my little nieces and nephew ______, and I want them
to treat Mary (E's dollie) the same way that they treat their
own grandchild, except I can't have babies, I can't take care 
of them if I get it, know like going here I know I could easy 
get a baby, but I'll have to give it away when its born cause 
I can't raise it, my Mom and Dad are too old to do it too, 
you know."

Leader - "Are you saying that you want your family to treat 
you like you were a baby?"

96 IC- "Ho, I- want them to treat Mary as they treat ______ and
______ and my dollie you know, accept her though she is a
dead doll, you know she's not a human being, but I mean to
accept here that I can have babies."

Leader - "I. see."

97 E -  "and that's what they don't get, and even Dr. ______
tried to get them up to the college and in the class for 
special ed, you know to help people to understand but they 
won't go."

Leader -. "Why won't they go to the class?"

98 E -  "I don't know, they don't think it's necessary, you know,
that Dr..______, he's a Christian doctor, too, yet I go to
church, and they would go if he asked them, and he asked 
them very nice and they said no to him?"

Leader - ".Why do you think they won't go?"
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99 E. - "I don't even know that, I think they don't want to accept 

my dollie as a real person."

Leader - "Do they, what do you think they would learn, what 
would you want them to learn?"

100 13 - "To see how trains work in the retarded ones, you know
. in the retarded, might help and it might not but it wouldn't 
.hurt to try it."

Leader - "If they understood how the retarded brain worked 
then maybe they would understand you?"

101 13 - "Uh, huh, it wouldn't hurt to try it, that what's, in 
Michigan that's what they always said, they shouldn't not 
ever say no until they tried it because it might work." .

Leader - "That sounds reasonable."

102 E - "Just like I don't believe like _____  that you talk to
a flower to make it grow, I don't believe that, but then you
know, unless you try it, well I won't try that because I think 
its stupid, but I mean that's her business, but I mean I don't
believe it, but I mean like this, you know they should try it,
and then say now they won't do it again, cause I think they 
are afraid it might work."

Leader - "So, E is telling us about some problems that she 
has-with her family accepting her and some of her ideas, G, 
do you have any, any problems like that?"

103 Cj - "No, I get along with my folk's."

Leader - "Do they ever treat you any differently than you 
think they should?"

10|t G_ - "No, they.treat me nice. I went down to see my mother, 
she's in rest home."

Leader -.."F -have you ever had any problems like they were 
. talking about?"
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105 F - "No, not at all, none at all, we get along fine at home."

106 E - "Then how come that you say, F yesterday when I told you
that when this ______Center started that, October I it started
Lynne? that when we come here the first day, . . . .  told him
. . . .  F cause _______had, that's his sister, she had said
that F at all to sit in the house alone without nothin to do •
and his sister said he cuts lawns, and mows and trims grass 
around the house, her sidewalks and like in the winter, once 
in awhile you have to shovel snow, you know, like last week, 
had to do that a few times, but I mean like that and then
■ yesterday, I.told him that, I said that your sister didn't, 
like she told Mom, that she didn't want F to sit there alone, 
cause she liked him and F said yesterday that ah that he didn't 
know that she really cared that much about him, didn't cha?"

107 F. - "I don't know, really don't know."

E - "Your, sister won't find out about it, because Lynne will 
keep it a secret, won't cha?"

Leader - "That's right."

108 F_ - "I don't know, I don't remember that."

109 E - "You don't remember things do you?"

Leader - "Why don't we talk a little bit about the things you
do here at the ______ Center, and F I know you do something
in the back room, maybe you could tell me a little about it?"

H O  F_ - "I, I ah, . . . .  started those desks out, sanded them off, 
with a sander and, and ahhh, then I started building this, 
this., desk, this cabinet deal, the boss and I did that and 
we got the lumber from a friend I knew of to do it with and 
if he's willing to bring more."

Leader - "Where did you learn how to make things?"

F - "Oh., I do this for a long time, I do a little bit of 
everything at home."

111
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112 F - "No, not really, not that far, I Leen to California one 
year,- or one, few weeks, to Ldaho for about two of three days, 
four days, that's as far as I went West, and I went to Billings 
oh a few times that's as far as I went East."

Leader - "Did you go to school?"

113 F - "No, just to see somebody there."

Leader - "I idean while you were living here, did you go to 
school?"

114 F_ - "Oh, yeah, I went to public school when I was small."

Leader - "Did you have problems in public schools?"

115 F - "No, not really, I just couldn't make my grades."

Leader - "You probably had some trouble seeing?"

116 F - "Well, that was my main problem, that's my problem now, 
people don't think, it's just like E says, they won't let you, 
they won't think you, think think you can't do what you can 
do, they don't they don't think, they don't trust you."

Leader "They don't want to give you a chance?"

116 F_ - "Well, they give you a half a chance, that's about what 
it is, that's about it, I have."

Leader - "There are probably a lot of things you could if you 
had a chance."

117 F - "That's right. I used to do on the farm, I mean like I 
told you I did farm work, and so on, but these farms, this 
modern equipment, that made it worse for me."

Leader - "Machines, then came in?"

Leader - ."Have you ever Leen away from home?"
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118 F_ - "Right, machines took over."

Leader - "I' guess it makes it harder."

119 F. - "You bet, it really does."

Leader - "Both E and F have told us about some problems that 
they have had with people not quite understanding or not giv
ing them enough credit for the things that they could really■ 
do, like F said giving them half a chance, have you noticed 
anything like that ______, like what they are talking about?"

G - "Huh?"

Leader - "Do you think that people give you a chance to do 
the things you can do?

G - "Yeah."

Leader - "Maybe you want to tell us a little more about that."

120 . G - "Oh, I helped ______ with the cupboard that they built."

Leader - "So you've been able to help do some things."

G_ - "Yeah,- help era. with the pictures and making pictures."

Leader - "Well, you and E both had an experience being in a 
hospital, yours was called a Retreat E?"

121 E - "Yeah,-'but I also went to ■________School, till after
the third grade, and I was thirteen years old when I got through 
with it cause I failed so often in the first grade."

Leader -■"That must have been hard to still be in the first 
grade and be older than everybody."

122 IC - "Yeah, I mean- the kids were nice until they bigger arid ■ 
found out that I was mentally retarded and then they weren't 
nice to. me, even my cousins aren't nice to me, only now that 
some of them are married they are nice now, but the ones that 
aren't, they're still as mean as they always have been, so 
you know like in the summer you have picnics."
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123 E - "I just wish that my Mom and Dad would just left me home, 
you know, just playing with Mary, and my, you know now my knit
ting and stuff that I learned in the retreat, my bike I would 
also like a basket, I used to have a basket on my bike, but 
my neighbor girls broke it, they were rough with my bike and 
they broke the basket, I used to ride my dollie on the basket."

Leader - "You were saying that you wished your parents wouldn’t 
take you to the Retreat?"

124 E_ - "No, I'm glad I went there for one reason, but I mean there 
was . . . before I went to Retreat, it was just like G said, 
was no trouble at all, that's what started my trouble,' you know
there's a lady there, her names ______, she writes in the church
banner too.- I don't know if they get it from that ______
Church or not, they can, it comes from Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
but there's a lady there she teaches me to knit and do other . 
things too, the one thing she did, .she believed like G has 
more than one brother and sister don't you.

G - "Ten."

125 E - "Ten of em? but see I only have one., and she didn't be
lieve me until she interferred with my family,’ and I didn't
think nothing of it and a girl warned me, a nice girl, ______
______ is her name, she warned me, she said watch her, because
she's a trouble maker and now I found out what she did and
now I'm not happy, that's why I'm glad their trying to get that 
house here, you know where I can go into with my stuff and 
live and have somebody there when you need it. Like if you 
wanted a hair cut, somebody can take you to the beauty shop 
and get it or if you want it curled, like I don't like long 
hair, I've got it, but I hate it, and my parents won't let it 
short because they like it, and they say that if it's short 
I have to have curls and I don't like curls because I was born 
with natural curly hair."

Leader - "Yeah."
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Leader - "E I think your saying that you'd like to live on 
your own a' little hit like in a group home,, hut you know you 
need help'with certain things."

126 E_ -Ti Yeah, if there's a house mother there or somebody that 
can help you tie something you can't tie, like them buttons 
in the back and zippers, I can't get em tied alone."

Leader - "But otherwise, you could do things for yourself."

125 E - "Like cooking, I cooked in Michigan already in an electric 
stove, cooked a whole meal I liked."

Leader - "G, do you need help with things, like’ E was talking 
about?"

G - "Uh."

Leader - "Would you want to live in a group home like she was 
talking about? (long pause) What about you F are there any 
little things like E was talking about that you would need 
extra help with?"

128 F_ - "No, !■ can get along fine pretty good, I can help myself 
pretty good, most of the way, oh. sure, I can get along."

Leader - "What ways do you think you might need help?"

129 F - "Oh, I don’t know, I can't think of,them right now."

130 E - "Like one thing I know of, I can't wash clothes by myself, 
I don't know how."

131 F. - "I can't think of them now, anything."

Leader - "When you have time for entertainment, what kinds of 
things do you like to do? F, do you want to tell us?"

132 F_ - "What do you mean, here?"
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Leader - "Well, here or later in the day if you wanted to go 
out and do- something what would you do?" . ■ " ■

133 F..- "Well, 'I 'don!t know, I like to do carpentry, work somewhat,
I do a little bit of everything, like I have just told you 
awhile ago .if they let me, I could do a lot."

Leader - "Who won't let you?"

13^ F - "Well, the whole community thinks you can't do it, or your 
neighbors think you can't do it."

Leader - "How can you show them that you can do it?"

135 F - "Well, they won't they won't let you, they won't give you 
the opportunity." .

Leader - "How do they act towards you?"

136 F - "Well, they don't, they treat me alright, there no prob- • 
Iems with that, they just think you can't do it good enough,
I think."-

Leader - "I wonder what we could do so that people"

137 F - "Or, they think that you can't see it good enough, or I 
can't see if good enough or what it is, I think that's the 
main problem,"

Leader - "So they're nice enough to you, but they just don't"

138 F_ - "Oh, sure, I have some good friends out in the country 
where 'I live."

Leader "E seems to have the problem that, she said some of 
her family was mean to her because she's retarded. How do 
they act when they are mean to you?"
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139. E. - -"Well,,like I said the other day, I don't know if you
were her6, ..hut like, hut yop. know when I try and tell my Mom 
the way I want to be, I know I'm slow, cause all the retarded 
ones I've known since I've been here in Bozeman are slow too, 
they are naturally slow, I mean like going to bed, they think 

. I have to be told just like a little kid, and you know like, 
a little first grader, like a kindergartener, isn't that 
what they call it before they get in the first grade?"

Leader - "Yes, that is right."

lUo Ei - "They have to be told when to go to bed, they don't know 
when to go to bed, but a twenty-six year old kid should know 
how, to go to bed by himself without being told."

The group was interrupted for a telephone call.

, Leader - "O.K., E was just telling us that her parents tell 
her things to do, when to go to bed and that she is twenty-six 
years old, she should know, she's an' adult, she should decide 
when she wants to go to bed and that it makes her feel bad."

l4l Ei - "And I don't care if they wake me up, cause I want them 
to, cause I never would come here, cause I would be like
______. . . .  to wake him up to get him to come here, I mean
like going to bed, I know when I'm tired to go to bed."

Leader - "G, does anyone tell you when to go to bed?"

1^2 Cr - "I go to bed when I want to."

Leader -. "Whenever you want to go to bed then you can go?"

143 G -  "Yes."

Leader - "F?"

l44 .F - "No problems with that, I go to bed whenever I feel like 
it."
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Leader - "It would be pretty bad I guess to-be like E and have 
somebody tell you when to go to bed."

1^5 E - "yeah, it is."

Leader - "That's the way it was at Boulder wasn't it G? They 
told you when to go to bed?"

G - "Ho, I go to bed when I want to go."

lb6 F_ - "Didn't they have hours, set hours for you?" ■

11+7 G - "You could go to bed any time you wanted to go to bed in 
Boulder."

Leader - "I thought they had times like you had to go to bed, 
say like at 10:00 and you had to get up."

11+8 E - "Like in the Retreat there where I was, you had,"

11+9 G - "to go to the hospital to work, see they put me working 
there, to fold up the sheets and I did all right."

Leader - "What other things?"

150 E_ - "When I was younger, then in the Retreat but then they 
had hours, like quarter to six in the morning we had to be 
out of bed, and at 8:30 the bigger one, the older ones, say 
like l6-l8 they had to go to bed at 8:30, but I mean that's 
still when you were a kid, but they changed it after I got 
twenty-one they changed to eighteen, but I mean that was o'k 
there in Michigan, I didn't mind that, when you are younger 
you need more sleep, like little three-year old kids take a 
nap, or they are so crabby and cranky you can't live with 
them.

Leader r- "But you do mind it now that you are twenty-six?"
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151 E - "Yeah, because I know I should he married and have a family, 
you know like everybody else, but I know I can't, I could get 
married but even "if I get married, I would have to find some
body to take care of my baby, I could give it away, but I don't 
want to get married and give it away."

Leader - "You said that sometime you, your family was mean to 
you.

152 E - "Yeah, they are, when I try and tell them how I want to 
be treated, but their tired they could go to bed, but why do 
I have to go to bed when they go to bed, that's what I mean,, 
they go to bed, see if they want to go to bed at eight-thirty 
they can, but let me go to bed when I want, when I think it 
is the time, like sometimes on TV you know there's a certain 
program I love to watch, they are tired at 8:30, let them go 
to bed at that time, I don’t mind being there, if it is cold 
I put on something that is warm, and watch TV till its done, 
then I turn it off, then I go to bed."

Leader - "I see, you said that your family that wasn't married 
was meaner to you than those who were?"

E - "Yeah."

Leader - "Why do you think they are meaner?"

153 E - "Well, like there, see my sister-in-law when I started the
first grade in ______, you know before you start, before they
have the kindergarten, they used to have the first-graders 
come you know for a whole day with the other first graders 
that were there you know after they are passed and the new 
ones come, and then she pushed me off the swing and I think 
she knows' that by the way she acts to me she gets mad at me 
and I get mad at her too, ,that's natural cause even you get 
mad at people don't you Lynn?"

Leader - "Oh, sure, yeah."
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15^ E - "and anyway then she tries to, she lets me do things, like 
if’ only she didn't live on a farm, I hate the farm, I never
did, like it, but I mean if she, lived in say ______or _______
'Pr . '■ , and I would live with them if they worked on the
farm, but they are on the farm that is why I don't want to be 
there either because I don't like the farm."

Leader - "F, have you ever had a job before?"

155 F. - "Wot a full job, not a real job but I helped em farm quite 
a bit, my brother-in-law I helped him out with farm-work. . . 
things like drive tractors, harrowing and stuff like that."

■ Leader - "But you've never gotten too. have a regular job, a ' 
real job."

F - "Np, no."

156 E_ - "One thing I would like to be is a clerk in a store like 
if I could count' money and earn money I could buy all the nice 
baby stuff for my dollie, I love babies, but I mean, that's 
my biggest problem, and that is why I think they are mean, 
take the neighbors that's close by, they's all nice, and my 
grandmaw that's in the extended care unit in the hospital is 
nice too, and she's the only grandmaw I've got left and I hope 
she don't die too soon cause I don't know if . . . can happen 
to me, and if this should blow over or not work out then I 
don't know what I would do, I think I would rather die."

Leader - "Urn, you mentioned money, do you have trouble counting 
money?

157 E - "I can't, I can count the dollar part, you know if you give 
the five dollars and say its two something, its that cents part, 
I can't count em backwards, that's my trouble, I can count em 
frontwards but that don't work, if I count them backwards that • 
don't work."

G - "Uh?" ■

Leader - "I see. G, do you have trouble with money?"
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Leader - "E was just talking .alout counting money, does that 
■ give you any problems?M

158 Cr - "I can't count."

Leader - "Has someone tried to teach you to count before? Do 
you think you might be able to learn if someone showed you?
(long pause) It makes it hard to buy things if you have trouble 
with money, F do you have any problems like that?"

159 F - "Not too much."

160 - "What bothers me, you know I have to have my cousin with 
me or my Mom and Dad and then these jr. high school or fifth 
and sixth grades, you know they see me and then they think I'm 
a baby I think that's what does it that people are mean to me 
a lot, but they don't know I can count money, like our own 
minister's daughter she tried her best to, and I had more help 
then and I forgot everything I learned back East and here in 
Bozeman I forgot it, I cannot remember.

Leader - "It makes you feel bad when younger people see that 
you can't count?"

161 E - "and then they stare at cha and they think not what is 
that big girl doing in. . . that doesn't know what change, 
how come she has to have her mom or grandma or aunt you 
know with her."

Leader - ."It must make you feel bad if people stare at you?"

162 E_- "It does, also one of our ministers now that we got in
______ from his minister of his church says all you do is ignore
them and they will go away from them, if I don't pay any at
tention to them then they quit it too, but like the storekeepers,
they are nice, but just like ______ and ______, they are nice
too, and you are nice, and I wish everybody would feel that
way, I mean how can ya?"
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Leader - "F do you know what she is talking about with people 
staring? Does that happen to you sometimes?"

F - "Well"

163 E - "Yes, it did." 

l6k F - "Not very often."

165 Ei - "What about my little niece that day when we almost forgot 
you in the rest home? Wasn’t she afraid of you? Both of them?"

F - "No, I"

166 Ei - "Yes, ,they were scared to death of you because of his eyes, 
you know that’s the first time, they seen him in- church but 
they, you know his eyes rolling and they were both scared of 
him."

Leader - "Wait, wait a minute F is saying something."

167 F_ - "I didn’t notice too much of it, not that they were afraid 
of me, little kids are always afraid of people."

168 Ei - "Not all of them."

169 Fi - "Not all of them but they never see you very often."

Leader - "G, does that happen to you, do you ever feel like 
people are afraid of you."

170 (} - "Nope, nobody stares at me."

171 E. - "Weil,- ' they do at me, and F like the time with my little 
niece she sat in my lap and you know she’s heavy, my legts get 
tired, and she crawled up the seat if she wasn’t scared of F 
she wouldn’t have crawled up the seat to talk to him, she said 
hi to him because he said hello to her, but I mean by the way 
her acting she was a scared of F, but now that wasn’t because 
she knows who F' is, and there’s lot of them too like you know 
F the best you could do would be go to. . . and when that baby 
gets a little bit older go there so he sees you before he gets 
,bigger and then they won’t be as scared of you.".
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Leader - "Well, I think that we have talked about everything 
we wanted to talk about today, now we'll meet again next Tues
day, Monday I'll meet with the others, and we will get together 
again on Tuesday."

Leader - "Did any of you think about anything that you wanted 
. to talk about this morning? (long pause) What about you A, 
you usually think about things you want to talk about?

172 13 - "Well, Eric's got the land."

Leader - "What?" #

173 B_ - "Eric's about to get the land, to build the house on."

Leader - "Oh, really?"

B - "Yeah."

■ Leader - "I didn't hear that this morning, that should be pretty 
good."

17^ Bi - "Yeah, he's, going to Helena Wednesday to a meeting up there 
Wednesday night."

Leader - "To talk to the people about it?"

175 B. - "Yeah, gonna start building right away I guess."

Leader - "Would you want to live in the group home?"

B - "Yeah." ;

Leader - "In what ways would the group home help you?"

176 B - "Well, be better and everything."

Leader - "You live in a rest home now?"
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B - "Yeah." •

Leader - "How would the group home he better than the rest home?"

177 - "Probably be more privileges, more entertainment and every
thing."

Leader - "What about you A, do you want to live in the group 
home?"

178 A - "Long's I have my mother I wouldn't."

Leader - "You live with your mother."

179 A - "I have my mother."

Leader - "If you didn't have your mother, what advantages would 
you have if you wanted to live in the group home?"

180 A - "There's so many different advantages, I could never see 
living with relatives because I could never get along with 
them."

Leader - "D, you live with your sister?"

D - "Yes." ■'

Leader - "If you didn't live with your sister, would you want 
to live in the group home?"

181 D - "Unless I could live by myself, but I don't think I could 
take care of myself."

Leader - "The group home would help with things like that cause ' 
there would be other people around. What about you C?"

C_ - "Well, I help myself over there, real good, pick up my 
dishes."

Leader - "Who do you live with now?"

182
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C - "Oh, I live with G,. G-, G, real good, I've got a good friend 
over here,, they1 s good to me, I do favors for him."

\ v  . ' . ■
Leader - "That's good."

183 C_ - "and collect records over at the school, everything, and, 
and I mop and pick up my dishes and clean up my dishes, help
my niece _______ and I help the nurses, there's ______ I help
her, , I help her." ■

Leader - "Where are. the nurses?"

184 C_ - "Over there at the rest home."

.■ Leader - "Do you and G live in the rest home?"

185 C_ - "Yes down in the basement."

Leader "I see, I didn't know that."

186 k - "But there's only one thing I think a rest home should 
have, they should have a nurse available for shots if they 
have to have them."

Leader - "That's a good idea. I wondered what kinds of things 
you do besides coming out here, like do any of you go to church?"

187 A - "I do-."

Leader - "Do you go regularly?"

A - "Um,- hm"

Leader -"I guess that's a nice place to meet people and, be
sides just working, what about the rest of you. B do you 
have church services to go to?"

Bi- "I listern to church service on the radio."

Leader - "That's a good way to do it."

188
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189 B - "Well, then I go to school out here half days on Satur

day."
; ’ ' 'Leader - "What do you do out here on Saturday?"

190 B - "Oh, we have programs out here on Saturday afternoon." 

Leader - "What kind of programs?"

191 B_- "Different things, we make different things out here on 
Saturday afternoon."

Leader - "Is it like a craft program?"

192 ]3 - "Yeah, yeah, a craft program, play games out here and 
everything."-

Leader - "Who else comes?"

193 B. - "Oh, a hunch of kids, D, he comes out."

Leader - "D comes? Is that part of this program?"

194 D_ - "Yeah, I came out hei-e about four years or so, I was going 
to this.",'

195 A - "It was started for school kids wasn’t it?"

196 B - "I think so."

197 D - "It started with older, ah, bout twenty-five was the young
est, when it started and all, we had it in a church basement, 
down there in the. old telephone office uptown and then we came 
down here and they started with the younger kids too."

Leader - "Um, what's the program called?"

198 D - "I don’t know what they called it, when it started they 
called it the Togetherness Group."
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199 A - "Yeah, ______ could give you the answer on that, they start'
ed, ______ is part, course she's down here but ah, but' she ;
wasn't before, but she's part of it." ’ .

200 D_ - "_____________was the main person you know taking care
of us."

Leader - "You've been going to the program a long time then, 
what benefits have you seen from it?"

201 D -  "Well, we just play games and stuff like that. That's 
what we did in the church basement mostly, just played games."

201 A - "It was a social hour you might say."

Leader - . "What kind of people come?"

202 B - "Oh, retarded kids."

203 D_ - use to come when we went to town, he used to come
every week, J____________ , and then . and_____________
and what you call it ah,_____________wife that he married
and_____________ , and a few of them:"

Leader - "I didn't know there was a program on Saturday."

20h ]3 - "Yeah, retarded, retarded kids like" ,

Leader - "And now all ages come?"

B -  "Oh, yeah, all ages."

Leader - "Are there any other programs that I don't, know 
about?"

205 B - "Wot that I know of."

206 A - "They, used to have swimming at the college, I don't know 
if they have that or not any more, swimming classes for the 
retarded children."
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Leader - "Have any of you ever participated?"

207 A - "I'm so scared of water, I wouldn't want to get in it."

208 B - ____ goes up to the college swimming."

Leader - "She was telling me about it, but I don't think it 
was jpart of the same program you were talking about."

209 B - "Ho, I don't think so."

Leader - "So, you and D come here Monday through Thursday 
and then Saturday afternoons?" '

B - "Yeah, yeah."

210 A - "They close up in the summertime don't they?"

211 D - "They quit in the summertime coming out here Saturday,
I don’t know why."

Leader - "So its just during the school year."

212 D - "Starts in the fall, end of October sometime."

Leader - "If there were going to be any other programslike 
a new program, what would you want to do in it."

213 B_ - "Just like the one we're having now."

Leader - "You mean the same kind of activities."

2lk B - "Yeah, yeah, the same kind of activities."

Leader'- "Is there one thing that you would like to do.more 
than ydu have a chance to do?"

215 B - "I don't think so, I think it is going along pretty good 
as it is."
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216 A - "There's a little thing that would he nice if a person 
could do, hut h's quite a joh, learn to make these ah, . 
.fishing lures and all that kind of stuff, I think that would 
he' ah, that they use them, a lot of these fishermen huy, 
these homemade lures' and stuff.'"

Leader - "More of a work activity?"

217 A - "Yes, more of a work activity to it."

Leader - "What about you D?"

218 D - "I don't know, just the way its going, I guess, bout good 
enough, I guess."

Leader - "Is there one thing you do here that you would like 
to he able to do more?"

219 D - "Well, I don't know I don't know right now."

220 A - "I like to know more about finishing furniture."

Leader - "What about you C, of the things that you do here,1 
is there something you would like to do more?"

221 C_ - "Yes, make pictures. I make all the pictures for them, 
some kind of fair this summer, I like church every Sunday..."

Leader- "You go to church on Sundays?" ■

C - "Yes."

Leader - "Do you go out to church or do you go to church in 
the rest home?"

222 C_ - "Yes, across the street." .

Leader - "Do you go to Sunday school and church?"

223 2  - "Yes, Sunday school and the church both."

Leader - "Do you get to meet people there?"

I
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22k C_ - "Yes,'there's Pastor ______, I call him Pastor ______ ,
and his wife Mrs. ______, and they1s got a daughter named

Leader - "Do you go to a regular Sunday school of do they have 
a class for handicapped people?"

C_ - "Yes"

Leader - "Which?" '

225 C - "Well, the Sunday school, is the Sunday school is at church 
meeting, everything, church dinner and everything."

Leader - "That sounds good, I was wondering about going shopping 
and cooking on Thursday, is that something that you would like 
to do every day?"

226 A - "No, I like it, not to go shopping everyday."

227 B - "No, one day a week."

228 A - "One day a week is enough."

229 33 - "But cooking would be all right, cook a couple times a 
week."

230 A - "I like to cook, I like to fool with cooking."

Leader - "But you wouldn't want to do it everyday?"

231 33 - "Naw, not everyday, couple of days.a week be nice, like 
this week we're going to make potatoe salad and have fried 
chicken." 1

Leader - "That sounds like it will really be good. How did 
the pancakes turn out?"

232 A - ."Good, although I wasn't allowed to eat too much of that 
kind of stuff."

Leader - "That’s against your diet?"
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233 A - "That's my diet, starches, got to watch my weight, also 
my high',"blood pressure, diabetes, and arthritis, it was all 
throwed at me at once, it seems like."

Leader - "I guess we all have our problems, sounds like you 
got quite a few health problems;"

23k A - "I've got a lot to be thankful for, the doctors told me 
in the fall of 'Tl if I'd kept on going I'd been in a wheel
chair in six-months, looking back at it, if I would've kept 
working I can see he would have been right. It's two years 
afterwards, it still took me about forty-five minutes just 
to walk seven blocks."

Leader - "You've come a long way then."

235 A - "Yes, to recover again, I've got a lot to be thankful 
for."

Leader - - "It seems that walking has been a problem for you.
Do any of you have a problem getting around town, like I 
don't think there's any buses are there?"

236 A - "No, as long as the weather isn't too bad I can get around." 

Leader - "How do you usually get places."

237 A - "Lots of time I bicycle and when it is too bad to bicycle 
I walk."

Leader - "What about you D?"

238 D_ - "Oh, 'I can get around o'k."

Leader - "How do you get around?"

239 D_ - "Well, I usually, usually ride with my sister sometimes, 
got to.stores and places, and sometimes I walk."

Leader - "What about.you B?"

2Uo 13 - "Oh; I generally walk, take a cab."

Leader "They have cabs?"

2kl B - "Oh, yeah, yeah."
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Leader - vI guess I've never seen any around."

242 A - .. That 's, something I can't figure out. We lived in Billings, 
two of us could ride for the same price of one if you were 
going to the fair and here, regardless if it one or two, that's 
something I wish was changed. That when you had two people 
going to one area, you can go for the same price. How in Billings 
you could do that hut here you pay for each individual that 
gets in the taxi."

Leader -•"That makes it pretty expensive to take a taxi."

2U3 A - "That makes it expensive, yes."

Leader - "Do you use the bus that, brings you out here for any 
other activities?"

B - "Haw." '

Leader - "What about you C, how do you get around places?"

244 C_ - "Oh,■■ pretty good, I like it."

Leader - "Do you walk?".

245 C_ - "Well, yes, I walk, yeah I walk, walk along, take the
garbage, everything, and I help, I help ______ well, good,
everybody, I help Mr. ______, that's the boss."

Leader - "He's the boss at the rest home."

246 C_ - "Yes, and Mrs. ______, I help her out, that's the secre
tary, I help her out real good, and I like ______, I help
her out, and"

Leader - "You just help everybody."

247 C_ - "Yes, I. do, everybody that I work for, all of them like 
me, loves me and everything."

Leader - "That'.s really good."
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21+8 C - "And- I like ______too."

Leader -."D do you have to do any work where you live?" ■

21+9 D_ - "Naw, I don't have to do nothing over there, just come 
out here to school five, four and a half days a week and 
that's all."

Leader - "So coming out here is your work?"

D - "Yeah;"

Leader "And you work too A?"

250 A - "I do, well I do. quite a few little things in the house 
there at home, things like vacuuming and stuff like that."

Leader - "Then you can help out with the housework?"

A - "Urn."
Leader - "D I think you said you helped with housework too?"

D - "Yeah."

Leader — "and you come out here."

251 D - "And shovel snow and things like that, mow lawns in the 
summer time and sometimes around a few of the places and things 
they got rented, you know sometimes the renters don't cut their's 
so we have to mow it.'

Visitors interrupt.

Leader - "Tell me something about the desks that you are doing, 
who wanted them done or what?"

252 A - "I don't know who wants them done, hut 
us, and when- we get them done, a party has 
buy em finished, to have them finished, to 
when, they are finished."

they was given to 
offered to' buy em, 
have them finished,
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Leader - "So somebody wants to buy them once you finish?"

253 A - "Yes, umhm, and if somebody knows if anybody wants his 
old furniture like that, they want it done like that,'have 
them take the varnish, we would like doing it."

Leader - "Those of you who receive social security  ̂ do you 
have problems about how much other money you can. make?"

25U B - "No, you are allowed so much money a year anyway, I think 
it is fourteen hundred dollars, a year anyway."

Leader - "That1s money you can make on your own in addition 
to social security?"

B - "Yeah."

255 A - "The only problem I can't understand was, I had to take 
see I had to take as a disability child, so when I took it, • 
oh, quite a few years ago, well then I went to work, through 
the rehabilitation, they took me to Washington, I went through 
that, I came back and then I went to Boulder, I went to Boulder 
about a year later after that, but then see I lost it all,
it took me almost two years to get it straightened out before 

■ I even got a social security check."

Leader -■ "That seems like a long time."

256 A - "It takes a long time because I had proved myself that 
I was able to work that, I had to wait a year before I was 
eligible and then it was a year before that they made the 
payment on it.

Leader - "That could work a real hardship on a handicapped' 
person."

257 A - "It does, I think that's some of them, things like that 
should be, something like that should be, be, be changed in 
my opinion."

■ Leader - "Well, what would somebody do if they had to wait 
a year and didn't have anybody to live with?"
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258 A - "Well, all the, all they can with em is put em on welfare 
that way, till it comes, till they get .it through."

Leader - "That doesn't seem very fair."

259 A - "I-know it don't."

Leader - "D do you get social, security?"

260 D - "I got that there, they started that new program, that 
supplement thing, I don't know its, its something with social 
security I guess, hut it isn't real social security."

Leader - "What does it do?"

261 D -  "Well, it, it just ah, for disabled, mentally disabled 
something like, blind and aged."

Leader - "Is it money?" •

262 A - "It is money, see mine works two ways, I get social security 
and they balance it with that fund again to come up to the, 
that much, now."

263 - "You get welfare don't cha?"

264 A - "It.ain't welfare anymore, they took it off the welfare,
■ they call it, like D said, this new plan, disabled ones is
not classes as.welfare, that's what the letter says, its classified 
as the Aid to the Blind and Disabled." ■

Leader - "Is that better than welfare?"

265 D - "I don't think so, I think under welfare is best because 
you get mixed up if you have, in welfare seems is the best 
place to ah, go in order, in case you need help or something."

266 A - "They still go through the welfare office, the office is - 
all going to go through welfare, welfare office is all going 
to go under that too."
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Leader - "How would you know where to go, like D said?"

267 A- - "I know it is."

Leader - "It seems like if you knew you needed help, it would 
be hard to decide where to go."

268 - "Go to. the welfare. "

Leader - "Can they help you?

B - "Oh,.yeah."

Leader - "They know which programs?"

269 B - "Yeah, they know it all."

270 A - "They put you, which ever, which ever oar, which" ever wel
fare, whatever department they want you in, you know what
ever department you eligible to be put in that1s where they 
put you in."

Leader - "I see. Then when you wanted help did you go to 
the welfare office?"

271 D_ - "Well I. don’t know, I was ah in the welfare.office you 
know in the past. , . I don’t know er.now, guess it be the same 
thing, I guess is you need any help real bad why just inquire 
over there I guess."

Leader - "I didn’t know that."

272 A - "Well, see the way mine went, when I had, become disabled, 
see the rehabilitation man he said you're going to file for 
your social security and get your social security grant, and 
try and push it through as soon as possible and then he says, 
but, but then he says, be sure when you go .to social security, 
he says you go down to the welfare department, so that they 
can push it through too, and you have all your doctor’s records 
and they have to be all, all in order, its’ easy to get messed
' up and a' big hurry if you don't know where to go.'
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Leader - "Do you think you've gotten enough help from these 
places that, like rehah and welfare, do they explain it well 
enough so that you know what to do?"

273 B - "Oh, they send you a letter you know and notify you."

■27^ A - "Yeah, hut some of them letters are so deep, if you haven't 
went to college you can't understand sometimes what they put 
on em."

Leader - "Well I imagine some people, um?"

275 A - "You've got to study it because you've gotta study the 
plan, that's what I've found out, to find out what they are 
really trying to do."

Leader - "What about somebody who can't read?"

276 A - "That's where they can, can a, that's where they can mis
lead you so.'easily,"

277 - "They send you forms to fill out."

278 A - "And that's one thing I will say about them departments 
if you can't understand them forms they will explain them to' 
you."

Leader "One of the things we were talking about in the other 
group were some problems that people had that in town they felt 
like people were staring at them sometimes because they were 
handicapped. I wonder if any of you have ever had any experi
ence like that?"

279 A - "Sure,- but you live with it, you learn to live with, people"

280 D - "You've just got to make the best of it."

A - "People, like you say, people, how many people that look 
at that don t̂ know any better, that's the way you have to look 
at it, X  .never learnt that till after working the school and 
seeing all the predicaments them poor kids was in, some in 
wheelchairs, some tied to a bed, can't even get off the bed, 
you wonder why it has to be that way, then you look back and
you go,out and say why people so dumb that, like you say on
the street, actually they're ignorant to what handicapped really 
means, you learn, go learn something about handicapped instead 
of being, there staring like that's my opinion.



Leader :"D you said you had had problems like this."

281 D - "Oh yes, well I just try to make the best of it, that’s,
all." ' A  . '

. Leader - "Why do you think people stare?"

282 D_ - "Well'.because, uh there's something wrong that’s the 
first.". ;

■ Leader - "B have you ever had problems like they talked about?"

283 B - "Ho-,. -riot' really, but I seed a lot . of people, on wheelchairs, 
bed patients.and everything."

'■ ■■ 1 V' ' . •• f • • .

Leader - "C have you ever had.people stare at you?"

28U C_ - "Uh uh,- no, no, no, I help em, I help everybody in, I 
help em,'I, well, I help them, I help the night.watch and I 
help take the bag outside for her morning, and...and
do my work,. clean' my floors, and everything. :

Leader - "You enjoy your work a lot." ■ ,

285 -C - "Yes., . I do.

286 .A - "That’s what I.miss when I had to quit'work, if. you don't
think that.wasn’t hard, doctor’s tell you you have to quit 
totally- work., do nothing, you try tihat. for awhile, see how 

. -that goes,"'

Leader 4. "I can imagine that would really be hard to do nothing 
D have you.had experience like, that?"

'• D - "What?" ■ ' ; , '
. ■

Leader ,-."Kqthing to do."

287 D - "Oh,.well sometimes yeah."

.Leader — "Gtiess you'd get up and wonder what' to do for the
' day." ' . - ' -

127
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288 C_ - "And I clean my bathroom, and clean G's room when he went 
home like I cleaned the floors for him, I cleaned the sink, 
toilets, and everything, mop the floors and everything till 
he come hack."

Leader - "That was nice to do the work for him."

289 C_ - "And make the beds too and everything for him."

290 A - "There's one thing I would say I wish for alots of people 
that they could be taught how to use these ah well, you know 
like I've learnt, had to learn that myself, but ah, learn how 
to use these automatic washing machines, dryers and stuff like 
that, so people will learn what kind of material they, can put 
in what way and, one way or the other way, what fades and 
what don't fade."

Leader - "I bet that's something that particularly men aren't 
taught, how to use the washer and how to sort clothes. Do 
any of you do your own wash?"

291 A - "I can run the washer machine and yeah I had run the oh— "

B - "Dryer?"

292 A - "Dryer, but I find out that using, you have a small dryer 
in the house, but if you use one of those big ones where you 
pay in never turn your dryer way up on high, always■ turn it 
down either on, its according to what temp, always run it, 
you can never run it, run it low or the second one, the second 
one, there's three speeds, you use, three heats usually, so 
many times you put it on hot, it'll shrink regardless if it's 
supposed to shrink or not, hot stuff will always shrink it."

Leader - "That's true."

293 A - "I learned some of that when we's in Tacoma, when, I
wish I could have stayed there, I would have loved to stayed in 
ah dry cleaning department, there's something there I really 
enjoyed to learn how to run them big dry cleans, they had a 
dry cleaning machine you put a hundred and fifty pounds of 
dry cleaning in at one time."



Leader■- "That's pretty.big."

29^ A - "And it's interesting to see it, they only had one of
them and you take, take you forty-five minutes to sort anything 
out, the crew they had sorted out for colors -and stains, you 
had that all- cleaned out ready for the next hundred and 
fifty pounds to come out."

Leader. - "It sounds like it would be good job training."

295 A - "It is, it would be interesting, I was only in it about a 
week but'.I enjoyed it, my trouble was I was color blind for 
certain little colors, that was my problem,that1's. why they 
couldn't keep me and what, I would have loved.to stay back
in that."

Leader "Do you ever have any opportunities for dancing or 
socializing with women?"

. A - "No."\ .

Leader - "'B what about at the rest home?"

296 B_ - "No,. we have parties over there,, during the week."

Leader "Do you ever date?"

297 . B - "Every day there's something going on, when us guys are at
school.here they have a party during the day, then Friday j 
do some painting over there." .

Leader - "What -about you D?"

298' D - "No, I don't, parties just out here and on Saturday, then 
■ ■■ I ah watch television, and then sometimes some, goes to the 
movies or some place and then about once a year or so my sister 
goes to this fair and Salt Lake City someplace."

Leader r "Db you go or do you stay?"

129
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299 A - "What does she take her camper?"

D - "Yeah, they gotta pickup truck with a M g  cab."

Leader - "Well, is there anything else you can think of that 
you want to talk about this morning?"

The session ended with some joking about politics.

Leader - '"Well, did any of you think about anything- you 
wanted to start talking about first? Well, how about E, I'm 
sure you know something you want to talk about."

301 E - "Yeah,. I know it but I can't think of it. Well, like, I 
said I wrote the story of my doll and my-sister-in-law typed 
it up, that was real nice about her, like a lot of people I . 
asked about it, but they wouldn't even do it because they 
know, they din't think a retarded could write a story like ■ 
that of my dollie, and that hurts my feelings, and then when 
they read it they get a shock, because it's so interesting..."

Leader - "You mean they didn't believe you could write a story?"

302. E_- "I never believed it either, too, I was always told I was 
the size of a little first grader, you know, that I had the 
mind of a little first grader, you know, what little first 
grader couldn't -write a story of a doll anyway."

Leader "They haven't told you the truth about what you can 
do?"

303 E - "But I mean that hurts, that's what I don't like when they 
don't tell you the truth, and like too when people, you know 
you1 want to believe them, but if they've never believe you, 
if they always think your lying, but finally you get where you 
don't trust'them either, you know what I mean you don't believe 
them either, that.'s what happened to my Mom and Dad, they never 
believe me,, they always thought I was lying when I tell them - 
the truth'and later on they found out it was the truth, like 
one thing you know at Christmas, just before Christmas, my 
' neighbors have a dog, _____their name, that dog is in Michigan
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and anyway he came home with a girl, her boyfriend in 
the paper, and I told my Mom and Dad about that and they 
didn't believe me....my Mom and Dad's supper for their
anniversary, then_____told them that_____went back to
Michigan, that's the dog's name, and then, they were at 
that supper too, they were eating supper too with the
man who had a heart operation on_;_________and them
when Mom arid Dad found out that it was true what I said, 
then how can you get them to know. ... .to believe that you 
are telling the truth, cause I was cause they told me and 
they just constantly think I make up stories, I used to before 
I was a Christian, I used to, used to make up stories, I 
used to before I was a Christian, I used to,.but once 
I took Jesus as my Savior I quit it because I know it... 
but they still don't believe me and that makes me feel 
very bad, sometimes I cry at night."

Leader - "I can see how that would make you feel bad. Do 
you think they don't believe you because they think retarded 
people don't know the truth?"

304 IC - "Yeah, well I know too before I got saved too, that I 
used to tell lies but lot of times too. they think it lies and 
later on they found it true and what I would like them to do 
is get me stuff for Mary but they won't even do that, they 
don't even say they are sorry."

Leader -■ "Maybe they don't know that it hurts your feelings."

305 E - "They don't, but it does and that's what I don't like, 
that hurts worse yet than if people stare at you."

Leader - "F, do you know what she's talking about?"

305 F - "I know, I understand what she is talking about, I don’t 
have that problem at all."

Leader - "G?"

306 G - "What?"

Leader.- "Do you know what she is talking about? (pause) She's 
saying that sometimes people think she lies when she's really 
telling the truth."
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307 F - "I don't think she is."

Leader - "You mean you think she is lying?"

308 F - "Uh uh, just like she says it isn't, people don't believe
you always." . .

Leader - "Why do you think they don't believe you?"

309 F - "Well, I don't know they probably think you're making up 
something or something like that, right E?"

310 E -  "Yeah, you're right F."

Leader - "Why would they think you would make up .something?"

311 F_ - "Well, I don't know.

312 E - "I think that's just the way they feel about retarded kids,
they don't understand them, and too like my Dr._____says, he
tried his best to get my Mom and Dad to go to that special
retarded class in the college where you go, I don't know where
it is but they got one, you know just to find out...they can 
show just how brains of retarded works, cept my Mom and Dad 
won't go there neither will my brother, my sister-in-law would
but they want the four of them and also my relatives, you
know the relations to come, then when they get in high school
like my cousin_____, she's a senior in high school, she
understands, how I feel, and too like the, I don't know if
G remembers, Mrs._____? Were you in the rest home when she
worked there G? Mrs._____,_____was her name too or_____I
don't know exactly what it was one of the two, but anyway,
that Mrs._____you know that,she works there yet doesn't
she G?"

G - "Urn hm."

313 Ei - "And she told me that Mrs._____was working there and I
went home and I told my Mom and Dad that and they, they 
didn't believe me, so one day I invited those kids to, you've 
heard of the game of croquet, Lynne?"
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Leaded - "Yes."

314 E - "So'.I asked those kids to come play with.it, and asked
• her to come" and get them hack, and then I told her, I- said, 
now you tell me, and then they never, said they were sorry 
for not believing me, and that happened to me more than one 
thing."

Leader -."Maybe they think that you wouldn't feel bad, 
maybe they don't understand that you can have your feelings 
hurt."

315 E - "Yeah, they don't understand me that's what it is, then
' I  wanted them to help me with that story and like the achievement 
award'I got from the children's Bible school, she helped me 
answer those questions too but a lot of things I would like her 
they don';tand do you think it's always right, if it's 
something.; I want and I've got money for it, they give me the 
money, its your own and I, in Michigan when they told you
and here too what_____said, was that when they zraise money here
it's your own, you can do what you want with it and my Mom and 
Dad just think, that they have to tell me to have to buy 
stuff that I don't really want."

Leader -■"They treat you like a little child?"

316 E_ - "Urn um,- true like_____and_____and_____those are my little
nieces, you know they, they ah, they have to be told what
to buy because they don't have enough to buy it but once, 
a' cute little, I think if was a little boy's outfit and I' 
had the money to buy it and my Mom just said no, and what one 
time happened, I.got crying right in front of old people and 
that made.me so mad and that's why I hate my parents, I can 
not love them...but then I finally did get it,' another one 
■ but it wans't really the one I liked because that wasn't really 
the one I liked because.that wasn't my favorit color, I fook 
it to make them happy, but it didn't make me happy, .cause.I 
wanted the yellow one."

Leader - "It's hard to do things just to make other people 
happy." .. ,
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317 . JS -"Yeah, I try too, I mean they should try to make me
happy too.,.' they let me have, if I want a hundred bottles 
,that's my business, or my doll, they don't have to tell me 
no all the time."

Leader - "Maybe they think it's the best thing for you."

318 E. - "I know,, but I- don't that's why I joined this Rea Center, 
just to get away from them for awhile, cause I was almost 
ready to.,kill them, but I know too if you kill people you're 
a murderer and I don't want to be one, do you Lynne?"

Leader - "No."

319 ' E - "I mean '.if you get so mad at them you just as soon be
away from, them, that's why I hope sometime I can live alone, 
you know."

Leader - "By coming here you get a chance to get away from 
them." •

E_ - "Yeah." .

Leader - "And do the things you want to do."

320 E - "Yeah, Aike_____, cook and make clothes hangers, that yarn
on.the davenport going, to start one."

Leader - "Do you have any problems, at home like that F?"

321 F - "No, 'I can,mostly do anything, I get by, sometimes they 
think they* can't, they, think,you can't do.it something such 
a.certain thing,.and then theysay.you can't do that or that 
whatever, doesn't matter whatever it is, but. otherwise■I 
get through, fine."

Leader - "Do they say why you can't do something?"

322 F - "Oh,, .no they don't, they don't even know, sometimes." 

Leader - "They just say no?"'
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323 E - " ■ should’ give you a chance, you try and do the. best

you can, that's the way I feel they should let you, cause 
sometimes you get discouraged and you just wish you were still 
a little kid, that wouldn’t bother you, and like the other ones 
too, like to, what I can't figure out, you know like ah, I ■ 
have an, I used, my friend is in...Ontario, Canada, and she 
told me too she had a birth condition, she's really smart but 
she has to be shrinked to a size of a first grader, but I 
mean if I would go home, I never did tell my.Mom and Dad 
that because they don't believe me, so when she comes back ■
here, and try and get in here this summer then_____will,have
to come'.to our place, that's her name, and she will have to 
come and tell Dad herself because they don't believe me 
and I believe her cause she knows her life better than 
anybody ..else does. "

Leader -."Your parents believe other people but not you?"

32k E_- "Yeah, you knowthat's hard for me cause I have to go 
when she comes to her uncles and tell our new minister, 
invite her over to tell my Dad that and to show em that she 
is little,and even if the, she just think, tell her and showed, 
a picture'of her that I got and they just didn't believe and 
they tore the picture. ■ 1

Leader - "That doesn't seem like a nice thing to do."

325 E_ - "So I told her brother_____, they got married to him and ■
_____told me. she hates his wife, but that's o'k, that's up
to her she doesn't have to like his wife, if I didn't like,' 
my brother's wife I don't have to like her, and I don't like 
those kids I don't have to like them either, but I do like 
em, but nobody can make you like them if you don't like 
somebody."

Leader - "G, where you live and work, do people tell you 
■ what to do?"

G - "No."

Leader - "What about the work you are supposed to do."
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326 G_ "I work■in the kitchen, wash the dishes, and run the 
steam, put.them out and take them away...."

Leader - "Do you do that every day?"

327 <£ - "Yeah, I do it at nights too."

Leader - "is anybody in the kitchen ever mean to you or do 
they tell you waht to do too much?"

328 G - "No, they get along with me."

Leader - "Do you ever want.to do something that they won't 
let you .do?"

329 G "They let me do everything I want to they got a lot of
good people and stuff, sometime I help_____."

Leader - "Do you have any rules or anything you have.to 
follow?"

330 Cr -. "I do what I want to do, they let me do anything I want 
to do/' .

Leader - "You can go to bed when you want to?"

G - "Urn hm."

Leader - "You must have certain times to work in the kitchen?" 

G - "Urn hm."

Leader - -"What times are they?"------ ,
331 ' G_ -"Every .mdrning, an every morning and dinner time and at. ■'

nights tO Q .",

. Leader -.'"What happens if you don't do what they say just 

. right?" .

G - "

Leader -■"E do you have any special things you have to' do at. 
home?"
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332 E -  "Yeah, setting the table, and' then I...sandwiches to..., 

because I like to knit and. I'm knitting the skirt for my 
dollie, I'm trying to get it done so I could take it here and 
show these people here and these kids you know that what I 
did, and anyway I can't stop cause the stiches fall off the 
needle and that makes me mad, and they while I was taking the 
last four off, all's they do is holler hurry up, hurry up do 
that, and I wish I had ear plugs to put in my ears that I 
couldn't hear them, but just like they, you know like in the 
old in World War II when they had slaves, just like they think 
they can make a slave out of me, I have to do everything for 
them, few things I like to, like setting the table, I don't 
•mind that.anddoing a few things but I mean they make me 
carry everything to the table and I don't think that's right."

Leader - ."They make you do more than your share of work?" '

E - "Yes."'

Leader - "F, do you have any special chores that you have to 
do?:

333 F - Oh, work around the house, and in the summertime I take care 
■ of the lawns and the ah yards and so on, have a small garden,
in the summertime, but in the wintertime....scoop snow."

Leader - "An that's what you do, do you ever feel like E that 
you have too much to do?"

33̂ ' F -  "Not necessarily."

335' E - "Well, I get to mow a lawn too."

336 F_ - "You just get to schedule your, your day ahead and once 
you get'done, it's done and what you don't' you keep it over 
for the next day."

337 E - "Like mowing lawns, I love to do that, that's fun, but I 
mean to. I get tired and that and I need a rest every once and 
awhile, but to if I had too, you know, if I had neighbors 
that would help cause, start it, you know the lawn mower, I

• can't start' it myself because I don't have enough strength, 
but I mean if my neighbors would start it, I could mow that . 
whole lawn even if it took me the whole day to do'it, finally 
would get done, and that's what I would like, but now I'm..., 
stay home to try to learn to sew either, I know it's dangerous 
to sew, and I know you have to be careful or you get.the 
needle in. your fingers." •
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Leader - "What kinds of things will your parents let you do?"

338 E_ - "Just play with dolls and watch tv."

Leader - "Are there any things you aren't allowed to. do F"

339 F - Wot.necessarily, I can get by without a lot."

340 E_ - "And' then too I'm afraid to cut myself my diabetes, in 
Michigan they told me I would be paralized if I ever broke
a bone or leg or cut myself real bad, I would be paralized and 
I don't want to be, I think that's just what my parents want 
is for me to. be like A's nephew, sit in a wheelchair, and 
I sooner be on my two feet and walking around having fun... 
with Mary, that's my dollie's name, and they won't even let 
me, I don’t care what the other boys think of me, let em 
think of me cause I know when they, get to heaven they'll 
be punished for what they say about me, that don't bother 
me, but !mean why don't my parents let me if I get an old 
time baby buggy why not let me go where I want to go with 
■ her, I'm hot afraid of boys."

Leader - "Maybe they're afraid."

3Ul 13 - "Yeah, that's just the trouble, why? I don't like it 
that they tease me, but I mean, I plain ignore them, that's 
what I did to two of them and they finally quit it, cause its 
no fun if they don't make you mad, arid then they wanted to 
know what- .her name was and how long I'd had her and then they 
were nice, to me and they always have been nice those two I think 
did it."

Leader - "You could handle it your way."

E - "Urn hm."

Leader - "F do you ever get mad with people?"

342 F - "Oh, sometimes."

Leader - "How do you handle it?"

31+3 F.- "Well, I don't say anything, I just let it go, most of
the time."
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Leader -."Do you ever not let it go?"

3^4 F - "Nolj'I' just let it go, forget about it."

3^5 E - "That's one thing I can't forget about, it's likfe my
neighbor kids, they have dolls too, they're twelve years old 
and they can even, you know like if they have a high chair or 
these stools, they can have their kid, doll sitting on it, and 
feed them the regular food just like they eat, that I ain't 
doing,' and it hurts me ,so terrible much, that's what I would 
like, and like too, you know that baby food, I know a lot of it, 
I can't feat, cause .it has sugar in it, but there's a.lot of 
it I can eat., but why don't they, let me buy it and feed part of 
it to my doll and eat the rest myself, that's what, I would 
like to and tha's what-, I make do, and bothers me so much that 
I cannot .forget, I want to forget but, but you see everytime 
you come' there they got their dolls always by the table."

Leader -."Maybe they can do it because their twelve years old, 
but since you're twenty-six your parents don't understand that 
you might like the same things."

346 E - "Yeah, that's just it, but how are you going to get them to 
understand it....what fever I tell them, my Dad beats up, beats 
me on the shoulders, a few times there already I tried to 
run away and get run over to end my life, you know to be dead 
but too 'everytime I tried it down on the farm when we .used to 
live there, to run away and get run over- by a train, but too 
they don't want, they understand, and they like you, I mean how 
can...sure I get mad at them, at everybody cause of what they 
do to me that I don't like, but I never could tell them cause 
they just start beating up on me, and if I was normal probably
be the same way as_____was, but I'm not, but I still have
feelings, any retarded kids have feelings."

Leader - "if s hard to have feelings and have people think 
you don't have any feelings."

34? E - "I know it."

Leader. - "G do you get mad, with people?"
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348 G_ - "Nope,' I get along with them."

Leader -•"What do you do if somebody does something mean to
you?

349 G -

350 E -

351 G' -

352 E -

353 G -

354 E -

355 G -

356 E -

357 -F -

358 E -

359 F -

360 E -

- "Don't'1 cha' get mad at him?"

G - "Nd, ,he doesn't."

"Maybe you weren't listening (pause) Sure I get mad at my 
little niece and nephew but that ain't...I hate them, I love 
em, they're cute and they are nice, but they get naughty and 
they need to be punished sometimes, and I!d say that too, but 
to hit somebody on the shoulder, they always tell you never 
to hit anybody on the shoulder, cause you could break their 
shoulder bone, cause you never know how strong your bones 
are or how weak they.are, the only thing my neighbors on 
___________are nice to me but I wish1 they would tell, like
the ministers on there's two of em, and I wish
when they see that...they would tell him but they won't, now '■
I think that would help;, they may be ashamed of himself once 
for the way they treat me, you can't make people tell them,
I asked them-to, I said next time you hear Maw and me fighting,1 
I said tell on em, but just like, just like C,.he's afraid to 
tell on,,like if somebody in' the rest home bosses him around 
he!s afraid to well sure you can be afraid to, but. it's something 
you should do because then they get punished and'they quit it..."
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Leader - "Does that happen to you G in the rest home?"

361 G - "Yeah, I know____ gets mad and I told him he a,
good hoy and he did it, he listens to what'I told him and 
tie does it."

Leader - "Do the old people sometimes try .to boss you around."

G - "No." '

362 E_ - And that's what C don't like G, like ■ said that C 
should tell, what's his, that boss in the rest home, what's 
'his name, you know that one, the boss at your place where you
live, what's his name, he was here at our sale too, Mr._____,
isn't it?"

G - "Yeah."

363 E. - "And ’ • tells him to go and tell him but it 's just like
C is afraid of telling him, well if I lived there and say like 
G, say if you were a girl and some girl bossed me around, I
would go up to Mr._____and tell him that I didn't like it,
it's alright for teachers to boss you around, but that's 
their job, I mean for other ones to do it, no."

Leader - "Sometimes maybe, they're afraid to go. tell because 
we are afraid of what might happen to us."

36b E - "Sure that's what happened to me in Michigan too, somebody 
lied and.later somebody, finally the truth came out, and then 
in Michigan they made em...like baby clothes or books, you 
know baby books or little story books- like that there, I like 
to read, that's what really happened and then they really get 
it, they, can't go roller skating or sleigh riding or riding in 
the wagon with hay or straw that they had in it, so sometimes 
you have to use punishment too yourself to get them to feel sorry 
for you and then the truth finally comes out of them usually, 
but they like retarded ones they can't keep a straight face 
when they lie, you can see it right in their eyes."

Leader - "It's hard to lie sometimes."
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.365 E - "It's, very easy but if you try not to, sometimes they 
lie, they’re, scared of getting punished,' you know if you ■ 
tell the truth you probably won't get the punishment."

Leader - "How do your families feel about ah your relationships 
say with boys or with girls, how do they feel about that."

366 E/-. "My Mom don’t care about it with all these boys here, if
I wanted to I could a got married to that____ \but he don't go
to church and that’s against our rules, if I could take care, 
of a kid, I'd have to get married to a church believer."

Leader - ’’Would your parents allow you to get married?"

367 E_ - "Probably not, I would get them arrested if they tried to- 
stop it if I was able to take care of a.real baby but I know 
I'm not, but I don't care about it no more."

Leader -■ "What about you F?",

368 . F - "No, troubles about that,' with that." '

Leader - "Do you have girl friends?"

.F - "Nope."':; , ,

369 ..E - "Would ' let you,marry anybody you want?" '

370 F -  "I suppose." .

371 E - "Probably as long as it was a .church.girl."

372 F_ - "Wouldn't bother about it', don't bother me either." '■

373 . E - There's more things that bother me, that my parents ,
don't trust- me, cause to, even our minister and even his 1 
minister'of.the - church too, they even said! could take • 
my doll to church but my parents still won't let me and I see ■ 
all the other ones you know my age and F-'s age, know they 
are married and they got -about., some only have one kid, . 
some three or four maybe six of em, you know I see them holding 
little kids and trying to make them behave and I feel neglected

lk2
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Leader - "But you would like to be able to take your doll 
to church?"' .

374 E - "Yeah, that's one thing that's in there, I wish I could 
take Mary to church, something like that is written, it is not 
exactly the same but you may read i't tomorrow, if you want,
I guess for some of these that_____will have to read it to
them, cause lot of these kids can't read."

Leader - "Bring it tomorrow, I'd like to see it."

375 E_ - "I'll try to if F will help me to remember it. Will you 
F?"

Leader - VF, can you read?" .

376 F -  "No, that's my, that's my— "

377 E - "Troubles?"

378 F - "Troubles, I can do most anything else, but I can't read."

379 E - "You know F, in Bozeman Schools you know he had eyes just 
like F's but you know he was a regular person, not retarded, 
but he couldn't read either and that Mrs. . she taught him 
to read in a very short time."

Leader - "G can you read?"

G - "No."

Leader - "How can you tell what signs say then?"

380 G_ - "Because-I can't see too good."

Leader - "If you want to know what a sign says, what do you do?"

381 .G - "Well, peoples help me."

The session then' became a discussion of road safety between 
E and F and the session ended.



Leader - "This will be the last time that we get together as 
Qc* group to talk about things. I wondered if any of you had 
anything you wanted to say first?"

382 B - "Yeah, well we have fried chicken today."

Leader - "Yes, ____was just showing me the potatoe salad."

383 B - "It look good don't it...only trouble we ran out of 
mayonaise." .■

Leader - "Didn't you have enough?"

384 B_ — "No, .we used some other kind of dressing for it."

Leader - "I hope it turns out good."

385 B. -'"I think it will, looks good."

Leader - "A, you've had a lot- of experience with various 
workshops and rehabilitation, I wondered if you could just go 
over the ones you had been to for me?"

386 A - "Well, uh the first, the first one I was in, they called it 
Handicapped, Inc., and that was in Billings."

Leader "How old were you then?" '

A - "Huh?"

Leader - How old were you then?"

387 A - "Ohhhhh, forty, let's see, bout thirty-nine....fifty, 
sixty, fifty-seven and sixty I went to Tacoma, Washington 
to Good Will, that's what I wish they could, could work 
something out like that in proportion here, it would be 
wonderful."

Leader -"Did you go to public schools in Billings?"

144
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388 A - "No, I never went to public schools in Billings, I went to

■ public schools out at_____, bout twenty, twenty miles, twenty
miles out of Billings, you, ah, I only went through the 
sixth grade, I started seventh and doctors said that it was 
too hard for me, so, so I quit, which I'm sorry, sorry, today 
I ever,"did,'I should've followed it through."

Leader - "Back then they didn't put that much importance on 
it."

389 A - "No, they, didn't."

Leader - "D, have you been in any other programs other than 
' the mental hospital?"

390 D — No, I.grew up on the farm, and from there I went to. the 
hospital and then from the hospital I came to Bozeman, that's 
about all."

Leader - "How old were you when you went to the hospital?"

391 H  - "Oh, about twenty-four or twenty-five, something like that.
• ••. , '

. 1 '

Leader - "Did you go to public school?"

392 D - "Yes, I went to school, .public school in___________ ."

Leader - "How far did you go?"

393 D - "I went, I didn't quite finish the second year of high 
school." ..

Leader - "And C, you.were at Boulder, did you ever go to 
. ■ any other school?" ’■

394 0_ - "Well, yes, well I wetit to school in Boulder....some 
programs I'm in, one. Christmas program and a program." .

Leader - "Did you go to public school?"

393 C - "Yes',, in Butte."

Leader - "You lived in Butte."
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396 G_ -.'"Yes, I lived in Butte, then I lost,. I lost my Dad, while 
■ I. was in. Boulder...my dad's sick, and I'm over there and ' v
saw my Dad, talked to him, and my mother told me my Dad, 
well my,Dad is dead, arthritis, and my Dad's a Catholic, I ' 
huried him, well, it was a big funeral for him...anti my mother 
came down sick and Dr. . told me, he said, my mother won't 
live, my mother died of cancer."

Leader "Both your parents are dead. B, I wanted to ask you 
if you. had been in any other programs like A was talking' about?

397 B -  "Mo, no I. haven't." ■

Leader - "Did you go to public school?"

398 B̂ -■ "Yeah, I went to the seventh.",

Leader - "So-A is really the only one of you.whose had any 
workshop, experience."

399 B - "Oh,,I was in the CC's."
Leader -.."That was the Civilian Conservation Cbrps?"

B - "Yeah."
. .  . , 1

Leader - "What did you do with them?"

B -  "I was building roads, and'working as a mechanic in the 
garage.'"-;. ' ,

Leader - ".That was a long time ago." ' '

UOO B - "Yeah, yeah it was. back in, back in U5 was it, 43."

Leader - "Like I asked before, have you guys "thought of- 
anything else you might want to say?"

Uoi B -  Wellj1 it's been nice, going through./.going through the 
ah, with you on the program here, and everything."
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Leader - "It's.been a very big help to me.".

402 B_ i "It2.s-.been nice going, through, appreciate it very much,
and— " '

Leader - "Well, I really .appreciate all your giving up- your . . 
time to talk to me like this, because I?m trying to show . 
that programs like this are important and that the people 
who come to the.programs know what they.want'do do and that ' 
you should be used in planning programs, a lot of people 
don't believe that, or they just don't know and when they 
hear there's going to be a program for handicapped people they 
never think about asking the people what they might need."

403 A - "Well,-1 think there is too much people don't know or 
.'.don't- want, they don't know what a handicap is until it
.. hits their own back door." ' 1

' Leader r- "And that1 s when it becomes important."

404 A -'"That's when it becomes important to them, that's the way 
I look at it, I know people that'll, well they'd sooner put. 
their children, if they have children that are that way, that 
if they happen to keep the'd sooner put em in an institution, 
cause I know when I worked in Boulder, they said over half
of them did not have to be.there, they wasn't that bad  ̂but 
that people did not want them in their homes, they didn't 
want them in their homes, they didn't want to keep it in mind 
that they was handicapped,."

.405 B - "A handicapped person is a good thing to have around." 

Leader - "How do you feel about that D?"

406 D_ - "Oh,:I don't know, well a handi, a handicapped person
could have some help, that's all, that's about all I can say. 
just to, have a little out. of luck, that's all.".

Leader - "People rather just forget about, it, like put their 
children in 'an institution or hospital and then they don't 
have to see"the problem."



407 B - "They figure they don't have to take care of-them."

408 .'.A -'' "That's it." ' "

409 D_ - "Well, if an institution or hospital is to ah, sorta
a theory they try to get them out just as soon as possible, 
but if they had an institution of some kind some other kind ■ 
that isn't so much medicated you know and help them out in 
certain ways, it'd be probably good that way, I- don't know."

1+10 A - "It-was ' a hard. . . experience, we had there, we' had some
little.,'-some kids there that had parents that would send them . 
gifts to the children every month but you know, they never did 
come to see them,. some of the attendants, told me that some of 
children had never seen their parents from the time that they • 
■was put in. there, they was two or three years old and some 
of em was up twenty years old they had never seen their parents 
but every, month, they would get a- package, what does that mean, 
it don't mean nothing to the parents, all they know they are 
there, they don't, they don't what them children need."

1+11 B - "Disregard them."

1+12 A - "That's neglect to the child, that's where I'm getting at, 
there's where, they don't want.to be reminded, that they have 
a child that's that.way, the only thing they do do, do that out 
of, to show sympathy, to rest they're thinking of the child, 
they ain't thinking of the child, in my opinion, if they 
thought of the child, they go and see what was going oh, I 
don't, know how you feel but that's the way I look at it', .if

; you had a child like, that wouldn't you,wonder what they were 
doing for him?" "• ,

Leader -."Sure."

"They'd probably go see it once in awhile."

"Every'three months if you can't make it every month." 

Leader - "Are institution's any good?"

1+13 B - 

l+ll+ A -



417 A - "They are where they are needed I'll admit, some people, 
they, that's the only way they can take of them, I seen.children 
up there in Boulder that I know they couldn't put in a halfway 
house, there's too much work to put them in a halfway house
and I think you've seen children that's that way, haven't 
you B?"

418 B_ - "Urn, yeah, hut you can't put a kid in a halfway house 
anyway halfway houses most generally for alcoholics anyway, 
that's where they, that's what program is up at Warm Springs.. 
that goes',through for the halfway house, they used to, they 
give em four or five weeks, then they put em in the halfway 
house, and then eh, then from there you get a job."

Leader - "I think they have all kinds of halfway houses now 
not only for alcoholic people, for mentally ill people."

419 B - "Well, they are coming out, coming out with uh, uh,
halfway house for retarded uh people and handicapped, that's 
what working on now."

.420 A - "I don't'think its, it should be run by the state cause, 
they ah, halfway house like that cuase they do not, I don't 
think the state, the state has relations to realize, ah, so 
many things .that they do in them places, they costs urn more 
than what its, the state more when, if it was a private 
concern."

421 B - "This halfway house in Helena is a, building was given to 
um by the church, house was given by the church, they keep
about ten or twelve people there all the. time."1 1

422 A - Now they got another one what they call in Butte, that's 
fer fer, uh,.' children, uh, kids that get in trouble, delinquent 
children."

423 Bi - "They got one in Great Falls, there the halfway house is ' 
uh an old hospital, St. Johns Hospital, there they keep there, 
they keep everybody there."

149
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k2h. A - "Then this man that give it to them, he was once in the 
.in an institution himself, for an hoys, ah kids that was in 
trouble, the one that give it to them, this house in Butte, 
and so for. his appreciation for what.they've done for him, he 
he, he, he, hegive uh, has given a house, I see every once and 
awhile,-you see' the picture of the building that they've got 
in Butte.
Leader - "The people who have had experience with instituions 
and with handicaps tend to do more for handicapped people."

425 A - "That's, right."
Leader - "I guess the problem is that enough people don't 
know about them. D did you have anything else you wanted 
to .say?"

426 D - "No, I think everything been said."
Leader - "Well, I think we can stop now."

427 F. - "Do you have questions?"
Leader - "Do I have questions?"

428 F; - "Ask them."

Leader - "Why don't you just tell me things."
429 F_ - "I ,don't know anything about it, I told you everything

I knew already, I don't know anything more to tell you, very 
honest with you."
Leader - "Well, we'll have to- see about .that."

430 F - "I told you about everything there was."
L e a d e r "I' don't want to ask questions."
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1*31 F - "Bout the only "way to know, the way to find out anything."

k32 E - "Yeah, we're about all out of news to tell, it's been
too long."

Leader - "It ,has been a long time. Well, I was trying to get 
some information frsm the other group so just let me ask you 
a few questions, 'I wanted to make sure I had it right. You 
went t o ________School till you were thirteen?"

k33 ' E_ - "Yeah, through the third grade."

Leader - "Through the third grade but you were thirteen." ■

43** E - "I think, so by the time I was through. "
Leader - "And then you went to the_____and how long did you
stay there?"

435 E - "From 19'62 till 1965."

Leader - "Then you came back here?"

436 E_ - "Well, I went to the____, i n Bozeman till I got
twenty-one and then I've stayed home for a few years then 
I joined this when they got it started, just last October, 
then we'called up F too, that he could get in here...."
Leader - "Did you go to public school F?"

437 F. - "Some., oh I'd say about, maybe, about eight years not be
be exact but something like that, then I .went to the_____
School on . _________, the place where E went for, oh I'd
say about another four years, five years, something like that."
Leader -,"0 did you ever go to public school?"

1 G - "Wo."

438 E - "You never went to school at all? Didn't you go to any ■ 
school at all?"
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439 G. - "I don't go to school anymore."
■440 • 13 - "No, hut did you when you were, little?" '

' G - "No." •

Leader - "G did you ever go to any other program besides 
Boulder and here?"

441 Or - "No, I just came straight here."
Leader - "From Boulder?"

442 (j - "From Boulder to here."
Leader - "Was it hard for you when you first came here?"

443 G_ - "Yes, it' was hard..."
Leader - "What was different?"

444 G - "I didn't like it over here too good, I liked it in 
Boulder better...worked in the hospital...Iaundery, Boulder 
laundery."

Leader - "Now that you've been here awhile, which do you like 
best?"

445 () - I like it here now, I'm used to it."
Leader - "You know people?"
G - "Urn hm."

Leader - "Were you afraid to come here when you first found . 
out you were going to come?" '

446 G_ - "I know I was gonna cbme." • ‘
■

Leader - "Did you wonder what it was going to be like?
- "Um hm."G
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Leader - "Do you think, all of you think that programs 
like this where you live in a town are better than an 

' institution— a place like the_____or Boulder?"
447 G_ - "You get treated here better."
448 E_ - "I like the ____fine, I liked their school and their

sheltered workshop too but it wasn't in the state of Montana, 
and I didn't like that, I love Montana because I was born in 
it, and I always want to stay here till I die, stay in the 
state of Montana, I never want to go back to the Retreat, if 
I, if some reason my Mom can't a, can't a take care of me and 
they don't have the building they are planning to build •
for some of us, then I hope to get in either the rest home'

■ where' C is or where F's mother is, and then' they's give money
to ride taxies to go to still go to church on - . _____,
it's the_________________, a lot of girls my age they
know they are not supposed to wear pants and they do to church, 
they can wear them but you know in the basement there's plenty 
of room to take them off, you know, the cold you sometimes 
need them over those nylons because they're not very warm 
and they are too lazy to do that, that's the worse trouble."
Leader - "Hm."

449 E - "But. is comes of the minister's daughteryu.ah Rev.____.,
daughter,'.she started it and now...in our church, like our 
minister he gets after the, tell em that they may.wear urn to 
church but then in the basement they have to take.it off, and 
there's lots of these, you know like.they hangs coats here and 
snow pants.:
Leader - "Urn hm."

450 E - ."They, got em at church there tod, they don't have to wear 
them inside, the church that ain't necessary, but they can 
wear them out you know when its cold, like awhile ago, you 
know with that .cold weather, you probably remember, don't 
you Lynne?" '
Leader - "I do. That's a problem for some people, what would 
happen to them when their families die."
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451 E - "I could go live my sister and brother, but like I said,
I hate the farm, if they would live say in____ or ' or
_____or______, thenl would gladly live, or in_____, but .
they live on the farm, but I can't help it, I don't like the 
farm, that's not my fault, some people like it and some 
people hate it."

Leader - "F what Vould you do if you didn't have your sister 
to live with?"

452 F - "Oh, maybe, I'd get into something like this new home 
they are planning to make, try to get in to it or something 
like that, I don't know either."

453 E - "What if it never gets built

454 F - "Oh, get along on my own."

455 E -
get

"Go to a rest home? What if 
along by your own."

456 F - "I'm not."

457 E - "I mean what if you was old 1

458 F -
we ,

"Oh, well, that's something 
get that old."

459 I - "Yeah, but nobody knows how 1
Lynne?"

Leader - "That's right."

460 E_ - "You can die young, you can die in between to, only
you can live till the end of the world too, nobody knows how 
long they are going to live."

Leader - "G whht are your future plans?"

G - "Hm." '

Leader - "Future plans, what would you like to do a, few ■ 
years from now?"
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46l 2  ~ "Oh, to stay with my sister."

Leadehveri":Where.::does she live?: :

U62 G_ - "South Dakota...in South Dakota, that’s where I: went for 
vacation-."

L e a d e r "Do you ever want to go back to Boulder?"

. G - "-Uh uh."' ,

Leader - "is-there anthing else that you would like to talk 
about as this is the lasttime that.we are getting together?"

463 E. - "Like I.'said, I would like to try, you know, get a little 
tiny house and take my dollie in it and, and try to live alone 
for awhile, but when I get as old as, if I sould get as old
as 'my grandmaw, then I know its no use, then go either in the 
rest home or if the got that thing fixed enter there and I can 
always come -out here, even if I can't drive a car, I can always 
ride on that senior citizen's bus, you know to get out
here, or - find somebody to take me along like_____, like_____,
you know out here, that's what I would like to do in a few 
years, be my own boss and not have, not have, you know 
like the money we earn in- December, they got it, we got it 
after Christmas vacation, and Tues we went to the store,you 
know that, and I bought something for my, just think she has 
to know everything I. do and I don't like that one bit, they ' 
don't have to know everything a person do."

Leader - "You don't have any privacy."

464 E - "No, you can't do anything on your own, you always have 
to ask permission if you can take.your dollie along to town, 
or two, or three or five dolls, well its none of your business 
what I use it for, well its my money, I have the right to do 
with it as -I please, but one thing I would never do is like 
some, retarded girls here in Bozeman do, you know they got
in trouble with their parents too, just like I have trouble 
with mine, then theyget married but I know I can never 
get married,'.’take care of real-live baby, I can work with 
them and play with them, but I mean to -have one... I probably ■
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end up killing them, I would never get married, but I'd leave 
home, ran away from home, now if I knew somebody who would 
gladly let me live with them in their apartment house with 

. them or in a house, you know in town, and if I knew a nurse 
who could give me insulin beside my aunt.

Leader - "F do you have any future plans?"

k65 F - "Not really, oh, I might, I've been thinking about doing 
some things, but then I'll just wait till it gets a little 
further here and then I might get into something."

Leader -•"What kinds of things have you thought about doing?"

h66 F_ - "Well, maybe working at the rest home, or as a janitor or 
something sorta like that maybe."

1+67 ]3 - "You know what I would like to work as you know as a
clerk, know like in Penny's store you know, if I only could 
count money, but I know that's no use cause I can't learn 
money."

468 F_ - "Or maybe get into a restaurant or something like, like, 
doing dishes or something like that."

Leader - "G do you have any thoughts like that about any place 
you might want to work or anything you might want to do."

469 G - "Urn hm, work on my sisters ranch, help with.all the dishes." 

Leader - "You mean live with your sister?"

470 Cr - "Yeah, my sisters..."

Leader "Well that's about all I wanted to talk about today, 
and if that's all you have to say we can end the session."



Instructions to the Judges

Appendix III

I., All,ratings of the numbered.responses should be recorded on 

the attached Response Rating Sheets. • Please rate all numbered 

responses. '

2. ' Read each numbered response and determine if it is a self

reference (SR) or an external reference (ER).

SR - a response by a subject (S_) which directly 
or indirectly describes him as he appears

• to himself ("I don't like being mentally .
• retarded.").

ER - a response, on any subject spoken by an S_
which does not include any reference to self 
("The car wouldn't start this morning.").

3. If you determine that the response is an ER, place a check in 

the space under ER corresponding to the number of the response.

4. If you rate the response as an SR, you must further determine 

if the SR is primarily a strictly self-reference (SSR), an inter

personal reference (IR), or a vocational-avocational reference (VAVR),

SSR - a response which is a reference only to ' 
self with no external implications ("I 
don't like being mentally retarded." - 
no reference is made to people or objects).

IR - a response by the S_ which directly or 
indirectly describes his relationship 
with another ("My mother doesn't like my 
boyfriend.").
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VAVH - a response by the S_ which directly or
indirectly describes his work (including 
educational) or recreational activities 
("I went bowling last night.", I learned 
how to use a saw this morning.")

5. After determining that the SR is either an SSR, IR, or VAVR, 

next determine whether the response is primarily positive or 

negative.

positive - the response indicates a positive 
or favoring attitude toward self 
("I made dinner yesterday.").

negative - the response indicates a negative or 
disapproving attitude toward self ("I 
can't tell time.").

6. If you determine that the response is either a positive or 

negative SSR, IR, or VAVR, place a check in the space under 

the category you have chosen corresponding to the number of the 

response.

7. Each numbered response may have only one evaluation (only one 

check per numbered response).



Appendix IV

Response Rating Scale

SR ER

SSR ' IR VAVR

+ - + - +

,



•Appendix V

Judges' Rating for each Response

Below are presented the judges' ratings for each response 

as the data were compiled for computer analysis. The first

three digits are the reponse number as shown in the transcripts.

The next three digits represent the ratings of Judge # I, Judge # 2

and Judge # 3 respectively. A rating by the judges of I stands 

for a positive strictly self-reference (SSR), 2 a negative SSR, 

3 a positive interpersonal reference (IR), U a negative IR, 5 a

positive vocational-avocational reference (VAVR), 6 a negative 

VAVR, and 7 an external reference (ER).

001646 021511 041311 061677 081533 I0l4ll
002433 022577 042433 062511 082513 102411
003433 023411 043444 063551 083631 103313
004643 024433 044222 064577 084677 104333
005511 025175 ' 045222 065577 ■ 085622 105333
006533 026156 046222 066577 086643 106322
0075H 027357 047222 067711 087471 107222
008577 O285II 148447 • 068577 088422 108222
009357 029577 049111 • 069577 089432 109447
010357 030533 050222 070537 090422 110555
011311 031634 0515H 071557 091411 111551
012533 032511 052577 072377 092444 112655
013511 .’ 033577 053433 073377 ■ 093533 • 113577
014511 034611 054111 074577 094421 114655
015644 035511 055353 075555 095421 115622
016677 036433 056377 076777 096411 116444
017555 037433 057577 077777 097444 117666
018575 038111 058511 078777 098444 118677
0195H 039333 059557 079625 099444 119677020643 ' 040413 060577 080551 100433 120555
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121622 161444. 201555 241555 281111 3213U ' 361333
1226hk 162433 202377 242677 282422 322444 362474
123641+ 163477 203377 243677 283455 323444 363444
124533 164377 204377 2445U 282555 324444 364444
125422 165444 205377 245555 285511 325411 ' 365344
126322 166444 206577 246555 286611 326555 366443
127555 167441 . 207622 247311 287655 327555 367422
128111 168337 208557 248311 288555 328333 368377
129212 169433 209621 249655 289555 329335 369377
130622 170333 210677 250555 290555 330333 370377
131222 171344 211627 251575 291555 331577 ■ 371377
13244? 172377' 212577 252577 292555 332611 372311
133511 173377 213577 253533 2935H 333555 373411
134444 174357 214577 254577 294577 334511 374411
135444 175557 215511 255666 295621 335555 375311
136444 176551 216511 256666 . 296555 '336577 376622
137444 177577 217557 257611 297555 337655 377677
138333 178344 218551 258444 298655 338677 ' 378622
139444' 179333 219612 259411 299777 339555 379533
l4o444 l8o444.' 220511 260577 300777 340611 380623
141311 181222 221555 261577 30l4ll 341431 381333
142151 182515 . '222377 262577 302544 342411 382555
143177 183555 223377 263577 303411 343411 383677
144111 184377 ' 224337 264577 304444 344411 384677
145411 185377 225377 265611 305441 345411 385511
146477 186433. 226521 266577 306777 • 346411 386577
147357 187355 227577 267111 307311 347411 387511
148477 188555 228577 268337 . 308444 348333 . 388622
149555 189555 ' 229577 269343 309411 349311 389444
150317 190555 230511 270353 310333 350477 390555
151422 191555 ■ 231555 ■ 271377 311211 351377 39H77
152444 192555 232255 272377 312444 352477 392555
153444 193377 233222 273333 313444 353333 393555
154622 194555 234111 274444 314444 354444 • 394555
155555 195577 235111 275311 315444 355333 395555
156422 196111. 236511 276444 316444 356455 396455
157622 197577 . 237555 ■ 277477 317444 357311 397655158622 198537 238511 ' 278333 318411 358447 398555
159511 199537 239555 • 2793H 319411 359322 399555
160222 200337. ■24o444 280311 320555 ' 360444 400577
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U01533 411474- 421777 431377 441555 .451411 461355402331 412411 422777 432467 . 442577 452455 462577
403444 '413334- 423777 • 433577 443666 453467 463441
404444 . 414374 424777 434577 444611 454111 ' 4.64444405333 415377 ’ 425777 435577 445511• 455477 465671
406322 416377 426111 436577 ■ 446155 456111' 466555
407444 417477 ' 427377 437577 447333' ■ 457477 467655
408444 418777 428377 438666 448533 458133 468555
409347 419733 429322 439666 449433 ' 459237 469555
410444 420444 ■ 430343 • 440666 450473 ■460277 470377

471111
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